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AFFENPINSCHER
Height and Weight: 9 - 12 inches and 7 - 10 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Stubborn, Curious, Playful, Adventurous



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Aﬀenpinscher
translates to monkey
terrier in German.

HEAD FACT
The breed has a short
muzzle with a protruding
jaw and lower lip.

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: Comb this dog twice a week

Training: Can be very difficult

A spunky monkey dog

Common Coat Colors: Black, Silver and Black - Tan

Aﬀenpinscher may not be classiﬁed as a terrier, but was bred to work like one.
In the 1600s Germany, Its job was to exterminate rats. These funny looking
dogs have been called “monkey dogs” or “ape terriers”, and many think they
look similar to Wookies and Ewoks from Star Wars. Aﬀenpinscher has a
peculiar mustache, and its medium-length wiry coat is always rough and
shaggy, no matter how much you brush it. These dogs are often feisty
independent thinkers that need obedience training and socialization. The
French call them diablotin moustachu (“mustached little devil”) because this
dogs can be tough to train. However, they do like to please people they have
bonded with. So you don’t train these dogs, you befriend them.
Aﬀenpinschers are small and moderately active, which makes them ideal
apartment dogs. They love spending time with their owners and enjoy
play time.
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AFGHAN HOUND
Height and Weight: 23 - 29 inches and 57 - 74 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 14 years
Character: Aloof, Clownish, Independent, Dignified



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
An Afghan Hound
inspired Picasso’s Tête
(maquette pour la
sculpture en plein air du
Chicago Civic Center).

HEAD FACT
Their long and narrow
skull gives them a
ﬁeld of vision to up to
270 degrees.

Country of origin: Afghanistan
Grooming: Require a lot of grooming, daily brushing is needed

Training: Intelligent and trainable

A sensitive aristocratic beauty

Common Coat Colors: Cream with Black Mask, Black - Silver, and Red,

An Afghan Hound is not only perceived as a supermodel of dogs but is also
believed to be one of the most ancient dog breeds. Unlike other hounds, this
breed hunts by using its speed and sight. Bred to hunt gazelle, deer, and
leopards, this dog can reach speeds up to 40 miles per hour. Today, these
dogs are not used for hunting and are loved for their beauty and elegance.
Their long and silky coat protects them from harsh weather and is the main
part of their signature look. Their coat demands much grooming, you should
brush them daily. Another distinctive characteristic is their fragile long and
ring-curled tail. They are very sensitive to pain, and the smallest injury can
make them very uncomfortable. Afghans need at least an hour a day of
exercise, but be careful if they see something, they will chase it. Very
intelligent dogs, they give best results if trained by an experienced and
gentle trainer.
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AIREDALE TERRIER
Height and Weight: 23 – 24 inches and 50 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 14 years
Character: Alert, Intelligent, Confident, Friendly



Country of origin: United Kingdom
Grooming: Require regular grooming

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
COAT FACT

Because of their
versatile talent, The
British army recruited
them to work as
messengers during
World War One.

Airedales have a
non-shedding double
layered coat.

Training: Easy to train

The king of Terriers

Common Coat Colors: Black And Tan

Highly intelligent and talented, Airedales have served in a military and the White
House. These dogs are very wonderful and bubbly but great guard dogs.
Airedale is the largest in the group of feisty and energetic Terriers. The “terra” in
Terrier is the Latin word for ground, and as their name implies, all Terriers were
bred to chase ground animals. Their versatile talent didn’t go unnoticed and
The British army recruited them to work as messengers during World War One.
Airedales have a non-shedding double layered coat that needs to be hand
stripped about twice a year. That means removing the dead coat. Both the wiry
outer coat and a soft undercoat continue to grow like hair. This is a very
intelligent and energetic breed that can be easily trained but gets easily bored.
They learn best with praise and encouragement rather than punishment.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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AKITA
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 74 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Composed, Independent, Dignified, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The ﬁrst Akita in
America was brought
from Japan in 1937 by
Helen Keller.


TAIL FACT
They have a ﬂuﬀy
tightly curled tail.

Country of origin: Japan
Grooming: Needs a lot of grooming

Training: Smart and trainable, but need early training
and socialization

Scary and stubborn yet gentle and cuddly dogs

Common Coat Colors: Red, White, Red - Brindle, Black - Brindle

Very loyal and determined, they are very protective of their owners. This
breed is listed as high risk for biting and aggression, so they need to be
trained and socialized early. Akita is very territorial and doesn’t like strangers
and sharing its space with many other animals. These dogs are big and
strong, so you need to teach them to follow and not lead you while they are
still young. Their most distinctive and very adorable feature is their ﬂuﬀy
tightly curled tail. Akitas have a double coat. The outer layer is waterproof
and the undercoat is dense soft and woolly. Their coats come in diﬀerent
colors and three coat patterns: solid, tiger-striped called Brindle and Pinto
which is mostly white with sharply deﬁned dark patches. They shed intensely
twice a year, and need to be groomed regularly.
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AMERICAN ESKIMO DOG
Height and Weight: 9 - 15 inches and 6 - 20 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 15 years
Character: Intelligent, Reserved, Friendly, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
American Eskimo was
the ﬁrst dog to walk
across the tightrope.

COAT FACT
American Eskimos have a
short dense undercoat
and a longer outer coat
that doesn’t only keep
them war but traps the
air and cools them when
needed.

Common Coat Colors: White and White Cream

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: Need regular grooming

Training: Easy to train

The best ﬂuffy companion

Don’t let their name fool you, these dogs actually originated in Germany. This
is an amazing and extremely intelligent breed. These dogs used to be a part of
circus acts and were trained to walk on a tightrope. Although they take longer
to mature, they are obedient and very easy to train. They have a short dense
undercoat and a longer outer coat that doesn’t only keep them war but traps
the air and cools them when needed. Be aware, their long white coat needs a
lot of brushing a grooming. You can recognize them by distinct black lips,
nose, and rims of the eyes. American Eskimos come in three sizes: toy,
miniature, and standard. These dogs are very enthusiastic and extremely easy
to train. You should provide them with regular mental and physical training.
Bred for companionship, and if properly trained, American Eskimos make
wonderful family pets.
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AMERICAN PITBULL
Height and Weight: 18 - 21 inches and 30 - 66 lbs
Lifespan: 8 – 15 years
Character: Stubborn, Affectionate, Loyal, Obedient,
Intelligent, Friendly
FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In World War I, American
PitBulls were used in
propaganda posters for
Army recruitment. While
all countries were
represented by some
dog breed, USA chose
this breed for their
loyalty, determination,
and bravery.


BODY FACT
They have amazing
muscles and are built
incredibly strong.

Common Coat Colors: Chocolate, Blue, Black Brindle and Black

Country of origin: USA
Grooming: Very easy to groom.

Training: Early training and socialization are required.

A sweet dog with a bad reputation

These dogs are eager to please and intelligent. But they have a bad
reputation, and are known as aggressive ﬁghter dogs. But these pups can be
great family dogs if they are raised right. While they can snap and have the
power to seriously injure, if they are trained and socialized early, they can be
the sweetest dogs. With a right family and regular exercise, American PitBull
can be well-behaved and suited for life in an apartment. These dogs are built
strong with amazing muscles and big head. One thing they are also know for
is their incredible jaw strength and tendency to bite and hold. American
PitBulls have a short and glossy coat that comes in almost every color. They
are average shedders and easy to groom. They are intelligent, so training
them is not hard, but you should start early and expose them to many
diﬀerent situations.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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AUSTRALIAN CATTLE DOG
Height and Weight: 17 - 20 inches and 35 - 50 lbs
Lifespan: 13 – 15 years
Character: Cautious, Loyal, Energetic, Obedient, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Australian Cattle Dogs
used to nibble at the
heels of livestock which
is why they are now also
called The blue heelers
and The red heelers.

COAT FACT
This breed has a
rain-proof dense
double coat. Their
coat can have
diﬀerent patterns Australian Cattle Dogs
can be plain faced,
they can have single
pirate-like mask or a
double mask.

Common Coat Colors: Blue And Red

Country of origin: Australia
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Easy to train

An athletic and devoted companion

As their name implies, these dogs were bred to herd cattle. The breed was
developed in Australia in the 1800s when the settlers needed a strong dog with
lots of stamina to drive their cattle long distances across rugged terrain.
Australian Cattle Dogs used to nibble at the heels of livestock to drive them
forward. That’s why today they are also known as The blue heeler and The red
heeler. The color in the name refers to the color of their coat. This breed has a
rain-proof dense double coat. They are very adaptable breed and can live
anywhere, but they need a regular and a high level of activity. If you want them
to behave, they need two or three hours of vigorous exercise. They are easy to
groom but may need more cleaning due to outside training activities. These
dogs are active and highly intelligent, so training them is not hard.
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AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD
Height and Weight: 18 - 22 inches and 35 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 13 years
Character: Good-natured, Affectionate, Intelligent, Protective

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Australian shepherds
do not actually
originate from
Australia, the breed
was developed on
ranches in the US in
the 19th century for
herding purposes.



Country of origin: Western United States

EYE FACT
An Australian
shepherd dog can
have two eyes of
diﬀerent colors, or
even eyes of split or
swirled color
combinations.

Grooming: They need frequent grooming

Training: Very easy to train

A striking and highly intelligent working dog

This breed is an ultimate working dog. They are intelligent, best known for
their herding skills, but they can do many diﬀerent jobs. This breed often
works as seeing eye dogs for the blind, search and rescue, and they are
exceptional and sports and agility competitions. This breed is eager to
please and learns very quickly, so training them is easy. But if they are not
exercised properly, since they are intelligent, it can lead to some behavior
problems. Recognizable by their Merle coat color and their striking eye color
(solid brown, blue or amber). Native Americans called this breed ghost eye
and considered it sacred.Their dense double coat can hide ticks and
parasites, so you need to brush and comb them regularly and carefully.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Blue Merle, Red and Red Merle
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BASENJI
Height and Weight: 14 - 17 inches and 19 - 26 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Curious, Alert, Intelligent, Playful



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Basenjis are one of
the rare dog breeds
that don’t bark. They
occasionally yodel or
wine.

HEAD FACT
A Basenji has a
wrinkled forehead and
large alerted ears that
add to their Egyptian
look.

Country of origin: Democratic Republic of the Congo
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Not easy to train

A cat like dog

Common Coat Colors: Black. Chestnut red, Tricolor and Brindle

Some may argue that the Basenjis are the world’s oldest dog breed, they
appeared in Egyptian hieroglyphs and art and were brought up the Nile from
Central Africa as gifts for Pharaohs. They are great hunters who use both sight
and sound to stalk their prey. In Central Africa, they are still used to hunt lions.
If you’re looking for a dog with some cat qualities a Basenji is the dog for you!
Basenjis are super intelligent but stubborn, so training them requires patience
and persistence. Like cats, these dogs will groom themselves. They don’t bark
and have short low maintenance hair, so they are a great ﬁt for apartment
living. You can recognize the breed by their curly tail that tightly coils up on their
back, and their wrinkled forehead and large alerted ears that add to their
Egyptian look. Basenjis make wonderful pets, but like cats, they will usually
bond with only one or two members of the family.
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BASSET HOUND
Height and Weight: 12 – 15 inches and 40 - 65 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 13 years
Character: Affectionate, Devoted, Sweet-Tempered, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Basset Hounds can’t
swim. They have dense
bones and will drop like
a stone in water.

EARS FACT
This breed holds the
record for the longest
dog ears in the world.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Hard to train

A lovable dog and a born hunter

Common Coat Colors: Tricolor (Black, White and Brown) and Bicolor
(White and Black)

Bred by French aristocrats for tracking rabbits, this breed’s born to hunt.
Because of their short legs and big paws, a Basset’s nose stays close to the
ground and this helps the dog in tracking. While humans have only 5 million
scent receptors, this breed has an amazing 20 million! Its long ears serve to trap
a scent close to the nose while those big paws help support the breed’s dense
bones. Because of their weight and dense bones, Basset Hounds can’t swim;
they will drop like a stone in the water. Most Basset Hounds’ tails have a white
tip, this helps hunters spot them while on a hunt. Bassets have a short coat and
don’t shed much, so grooming them is easy. While they are extremely lovable,
these dogs are very stubborn and hard to train. If they don’t want to do
something, you won’t be able to make them. And if they set their mind on doing
something, you won’t be able to stop them.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BEAGLE
Height and Weight: 11 - 15 inches and 17 - 30 lbs
Lifespan: 13 years
Character: Even Tempered, Gentle, Determined, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The most famous
Beagle is Snoopy!



Country of origin: Great Britain

LEGS FACT
They have short legs
and their noses are
closer to the ground,
so they easily pick up
scents.

Grooming: Basic

Training: Will do anything for food

The breed with the loudest bark and howl.

Common Coat Colors: Tricolours, Bicolours, Chocolate Tri and Lemon - White

Charming and energetic breed with a loud voice. Their bark and howling is
one of the loudest. And they do it often. They love their families and
socialize easily. They are recognizable by their colors: white, black and
brown. Beagles are hound dogs, great for running in ﬁelds and chasing
rabbits. They have short legs, and their noses are closer to the ground, so
it’s easier to pick up a scent. They can remember scents and recognize
them later. Beagles will follow their pray endlessly. That’s why they should
be kept inside or on a leash. They are easy to groom, but should be bathed
more often than other dogs. Not so easy to train, but they will do anything
for food.

ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BEAUCERON
Height and Weight: 24 - 28 inches and 70 - 110 ibs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Fearless, Intelligent, Friendly, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
n France, the breed got
a nickname Bas-Rouge
(meaning “red
stockings”) for the
accent color their coat
has of the feet.

COAT FACT
The outer layer of
their short dense
double coat is
waterproof.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Easy to train

A powerful and beautiful genius

Common Coat Colors: Black - Rust, Black - Tan, and Harlequin Rust

This French shepherd dog was bred in the late Middle Ages and has served
humans as a soldier, bodyguard, rescuer, competitor, companion, and
peerless mover of livestock. These powerful and athletic dogs, when
well-trained and socialized make great watchdogs and guardians. The breed
is very intelligent and strong and needs lots of physical and mental
challenges. Best suited for experienced active owners who can train and
exercise them. They are intelligent and respond well to ﬁrm, consistent and
fair training but don’t do well with harsh training methods and physical
correction. Beaucerons have short dense double coats that don’t need much
grooming but shed especially during shedding season. If you train and treat
these dogs right, they will reward you with their aﬀection and loyalty.
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BELGIAN MALINOIS
Height and Weight: 22 - 25 inches and 55 - 75 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Watchful, Alert, Friendly, Stubborn

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Belgian Malinois
work with the elite
Navy SEALS, and they
also skydive for
military operations.



Country of origin: Belgium

MUZZLE FACT
Characteristic dark
muzzle with powerful
jaw and strong scissor
like teeth.

Grooming: Minimal

Training: Easy to train, should start early

A superhero breed common among police
and military dogs.

The name of the breed comes from the city in Belgium where they were
bred- Malines. Famous for protecting livestock and man alike. They are
very common among police and military dogs. This breed is intelligent and
obedient. They are recognizable by their black ears and muzzle. Belgian
Malinois is an active breed that needs daily exercise. They shed but
grooming is minimal. They are smart and easy to train, and the crucial
period in their lives for training is between 8 weeks and 6 months. They
should be socialized early on. This breed is good for active families who
are willing to train them and give them the attention they need.

Common Coat Colors: Fawn, Mahogany, Black, and Silver
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BELGIAN TERVUREN
Height and Weight: 22 - 26 inches and 45 - 75 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Energetic, Alert, Intelligent, Protective, Attentive



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The breed works in a
Belgium police force
and as therapy and
service dogs for the
disabled.

HEAD FACT
Belgian Tervuren has
triangular and erect ears,
and almond-shaped
eyes.

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Requires daily brushing

Training: Smart but training should start early

A magniﬁcent protector

Common Coat Colors: Black, Fawn - Black, Fawn - Liver and Mahogany - Black

The breed got its name for the Belgian village of Tervueren where it originated
from. They participate in many dog sports, like herding, agility, obedience,
sledding, and tracking. Belgian Tervuren has a double coat that provides
protection from the weather. The outer coat is long, straight and harsher to
touch while the undercoat is soft and dense. This breed sheds a lot and needs
to be brushed daily to avoid matting and tangling. They are very vigilant and
active dogs that make excellent watchdogs and protectors of the family. They
are reserved towards strangers and can be aggressive with other dogs, that’s
why early training and socialization is required. Belgian Tervuren is smart and
obedient, it responds well to positive reinforcement but can change if it feels
threatened or dominated by his owner. Good with children and aﬀectionate
towards family members, these dogs make good family dogs.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BERGER PICARD
Height and Weight: 21 - 26 inches and 50 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 13 years
Character: Stubborn, Lively, Energetic, Intelligent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In some countries, the
Berger Picard is known
as the Picardy
Shepherd.

EARS FACT
You can recognize the
breed by their alert ears
standing 4 to 5 inches
high.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Minimal grooming

Training: Start early

An active and playful companion

Common Coat Colors: Fawn and Brindle

The breed got the name for its home region known as a great agricultural
center rich with pastureland - Picardy. Berger Picard is an energetic breed that
needs lots of daily exercise and mental stimulation. Without it, they can get
bored, become unhappy and destructive. You should at least take them for a
long daily walk. Best suited for active people, they enjoy hikes, bike rides,
swimming, and playing fetch. Berger Picards participate in agility, tracking,
obedience, protection, ﬂyball, rally, and herding competitions. They can be
stubborn but are very intelligent and eager to please, so training them is easy.
For good results, you should avoid harsh training methods and use praise and
aﬀection instead. Their double coat is made out of a soft dense undercoat for
insulation and a shaggy, wiry, waterproof topcoat. The coat is easy to maintain
and needs to be brushed at least once a month.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BERNESE MOUNTAIN DOG
Height and Weight: 22 - 27 inches and 70 - 115 lbs
Lifespan: 7 - 10 years
Character: Affectionate, Loyal, Intelligent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
These dogs were bred to
have strong legs and
endure the rocky
mountain terrain. They
can pull up to 10 times
their body weight! They
used to work on farms
as herding and guard
dogs.

Country of origin: Switzerland
Grooming: Heavy shedder, but doesn’t need much grooming

LEGS FACT
These dogs are very
strong and have very
powerful legs.

Common Coat Colors: They have the same coloring. They have tri-color
markings and a long silky coat.

Training: Easy to train

A hardworking and affectionate companion

If you live on a farm, this may be the dog for you! Bernese Mountain Dogs
were bred with a purpose and they are most happy when fulﬁlling it. The
breed was named for the Bern Canton, a region in Switzerland it originated
from. They are true family pets: very aﬀectionate, loving and playful
companions. Bernese love to be a part of a family, and a really good dog to
have around kids. Their tri-colored long silky coat keeps them warm during
very cold weathers. The long coat sheds heavily, but they don’t need much
grooming. These dogs are very strong and have very powerful legs. They can
pull up to 10 times their body weight! They are smart and easy to train. But
the training needs to start early and be consistent. They tend to mature much
later mentally, they love to play and learn, but it means you need to work
hard on training them to be obedient.
ENCYCLOPAWDIA
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BICHON FRISE
Height and Weight: 9 - 11 inches and 6 - 13 lbs
Lifespan: 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Cheerful, Playful, Sensitive, Gentle

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed received a
treatment so
extravagant, it
inspired the word
bichonner, which
means “to pamper” in
French.


LEGS FACT
Short legs and sturdy
structure allows them
to perform many
tricks.

Country of origin: Mediterranean region
Grooming: Need a lot of grooming

Training: Easy to train

Cute stars of the animal word

Common Coat Colors: White, White - Buff and White - Apricot

Like real show-oﬀs they are, they used to work in circuses. They love
attention and enjoy spending time around people. This breed is gentle and
playful and gets along well with children. Bichons have a cheery and
charming personality and make great companions and lapdogs that allow
you to cuddle and kiss them. Their distinctive characteristic is their lush
double coat. Bichons are all white with a touch of cream, grey or apricot on
the ears. This breed doesn’t shed, and have an odor free coat so they are
good for people with allergies. Bichon’s heat never stops growing, so they
require a lot of grooming. They must be groomed every 6-8 weeks. Very
intelligent Bichons love to please and are easy to train. They adapt well to
any environment, they are gentle and playful companions you will love
having in your life.
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BLACK AND TAN COONHOUND
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 65 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Even Tempered, Trusting, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
George Washington
had Black and Tan
Coonhounds named
Drunkard, Taster,
Tippler, and Tipsy.

EARS FACT
Black and Tan
Coonhounds’ ears grow
long before their legs do.
The long ﬂoppy ears
bounce around the face
and help push the smells
into the dog’s nose.

Common Coat Colors: Black and Tan

Country of origin: United States
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Can be difficult

A true American dog

Black and Tan Coonhound was bred 300 years ago to hunt raccoons, but this
dog has been known to hunt down deer, bear and mountain lions. Because of
their strong hunting instinct, you should keep them in a well-fenced yard and
walk them only on a leash. Once they pick up a scent, it will be hard to stop
them from following it. They are intelligent but get distracted easily, so
training them requires patience. But once they learn something they’ll
probably do it that way for the rest of their lives. Train them carefully and
correct unwanted behavior from the start. Black and Tan Coonhounds don’t
mind snoozing on a couch but they should get some exercise every day
because if they’re left alone or get bored they will howl. These dogs have a
sweet disposition with long velvety ears and a sensitive nose. Their short and
dense coat sheds once or twice a year and should be brushed weekly.
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BLOODHOUND
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 80 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Even Tempered, Stubborn, Affectionate, Gentle
FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed can smell a
trail over 300 hours old.


EYES FACT
Bloodhounds use
their long ears to
sweep the scent from
the ground and keep
it around the nose.

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Doesn’t shed a lot, but needs cleaning

Training: Stubborn but trainable

A true detective among dogs

Common Coat Colors: Black and Tan, Liver and Tan, and Red

These dogs used to live in monasteries in Belgium and were famous for their
pure blood. This is where their name comes from, it means a hound of true
blood. When it comes to picking up scents, Bloodhounds have no rival. You
want to keep your Bloodhound on a leash at all times because if it catches a
scent it will be gone. Once they pick up a scent and start tracking, they will have
a hard time hearing or seeing anything else. You can easily recognize them by
their howl and their looks - long ears, saggy skin, lots of slobber and hanging
eyes. When the Bloodhound’s nose is to the ground the skin around the eyes
falls forward and serves like a blinder which helps the dog focus on the ground
right in front. They don’t need much grooming, but you need to keep them and
their ears clean.
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BLUETICK COONHOUND
Height and Weight: 21 - 27 inches and 45 - 80 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 12 years
Character: Intelligent, Friendly, Active



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Neil Young dedicated a
song to his Bluetick
Coonhound. The name
of the song is Old King.

EARS FACT
The breed has long thin
ears that can reach the
tip of its nose when
pulled forward.

Country of origin: United States
Grooming: Minimal grooming

Training: Trainable

A goofy pet and a serious hunter

Common Coat Colors: Dark Blue

It’s believed that the breed originated in the South of America, in Louisiana.
They got the name for their appearance, and the coon in the name refers to
their ability to hunt raccoons. These dogs are active, also don’t mind spending
the day snoozing next to their owners. You should provide them with a daily
exercise in a securely fenced yard or take them for long walks on a leash.
Being a scent hound, they have a strong prey drive and will get distracted by
their nose. Training can be diﬃcult, but they are smart and can learn with
patience and treats. When they catch their prey they howl. Each dog has a
unique howl, so its owner can recognize it. They can track a cold trail and have
lots of endurance. Bluetick Coonhound is not an apartment dog; an open,
wide and fenced place to roam is preferable. It’s easy to maintain their short
and glossy coat, just brush it weekly.
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BOERBOEL
Height and Weight: 22 - 27 inches and 150 - 200 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Obedient, Intelligent, Territorial



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Boerboel means Farm
Dog in Dutch.

COAT FACT
The Boerboel has a short,
dense coat that sheds a
moderate amount.

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Require weekly brushing

Training: Start early, be persistent

A farm dog that is a true protector

Common Coat Colors: Black, Brindle, Brown and Piebald

In Dutch, the name of the breed means Farm dog. A Boerboels job was to
protect remote homesteads from predators. These large guarding dogs have
the agility and strength to take on ﬁerce wildlife like lions or baboons. The
breed is not for inexperienced owners. Boerboel has inborn guarding
instincts, so it needs early socialization and long-term obedience training.
Boerboel puppies are easygoing, but once they grow up they will become
ﬁerce protectors that don’t back down. These dogs are strong and athletic and
need daily exercise but they also need mental stimulation and interaction with
their owners. The breed excels in obedience, rally, weight pull, and agility
competitions. Boerboels have short, dense coats and shed moderately. You
should brush them weekly to keep them clean. If trained and socialized
properly they are very aﬀectionate pets protective of their families.
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BORDER COLLIE
Height and Weight: 18 - 22 inches and 30 - 55 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Affectionate, Smart, Energetic
FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Due to the space
between their shoulder
blades, Border Collies
can move quickly in a
crouching position. This
allows them to herd with
more precision.


EYES FACT
Border Collies’ have a
ﬁercely intense gaze
they use to intimidate
and control livestock.

Country of origin: United Kingdom
Grooming: With regular brushing, they are easy to groom

Training: Very intelligent and very easy to train

A dog with a superior intelligence

Common Coat Colors: Black - White, Red (brown or Liver) and Tricolour

The breed was named for the border region between England and Scotland
where they were bred. This is an extremely intelligent breed, that comes on top
on nearly any ranking of dog intelligence. But their smarts needs to be put to
use. They are most suitable for experienced dog owners who know how to train
and exercise them. When these dogs don’t get the exercise and stimulation
they need, they tend to occupy themselves with destroying everything you own.
With their superior intelligence and a will to work and please, they make
excellent herding dogs. Border Collies have strong muscular bodies and lots of
speed and stamina. They are extremely focused and it’s very hard to break their
concentration. With proper stimulation and training, this breed is extremely
obedient and shines in performing tricks.
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BORZOI
Height and Weight: 25 - 33 inches and 60 - 105 lbs
Lifespan: 9 - 14 yearss
Character: Independent, Athletic, Intelligent, Quiet, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Borzoi means swift in
Russian.

EYES FACT
Borzoi is a sighthound,
has a hunting instinct
and will follow anything
that moves.

Country of origin: Russia
Grooming: Requires regular brushing

Training: Can be difficult

A swift and elegant companion

Common Coat Colors: White, Black, Gold and Cream

Previously known as Russian Wolfhound, Borzoi was bred to be swift and
though. The breed's instinct is to follow motion, so they might chase after a
small animal if it catches their eye. They are independent thinkers and training
them requires patience, dedication, and consistency. Early training and
socialization are recommended. Borzoi is an elegant show dog, and can also
compete in agility, obedience, rally, and of course lure coursing ﬁeld. The
luxurious double coat that keeps them warm sheds heavily and needs regular
brushing. The breed makes a calm and aﬀectionate family dog. Borzoi can be
very easy going but also very serious, especially when hunting. These dogs love
to run, but they also don’t mind spending the day snoozing on the couch. They
are very friendly dogs that will approach strangers and other animals. They are
intelligent and make wonderful family companions.
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BOUVIER DES FLANDRES
Height and Weight: 23 - 28 inches and 70 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Loyal, Intelligent, Protective, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Bouvier means cow
herding in French.

HEAD FACT
These dogs have
distinctive facial hair
with beard, bangs and
mustache combined.

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Require regular brushing

Training: Can be difficult

A ﬁerce protector and a hardworking dog

Common Coat Colors: Black, Fawn and Grey

During the 19th century, Belgian monks bred Bouviers as large working dogs.
They proved to be very hardworking and reliable in both World Wars while
working on a battleﬁeld pulling ambulances and ﬁnding wounded soldiers. The
breed’s tail used to be docked to prevent work injuries while pulling carts. They
are very dedicated and loyal pets. These dogs are smart but independent
workers, so training them can be diﬃcult. And they grow big, so you need to
start working with them early on. The breed has a thick double coat that needs
regular brushing to avoid matting. These are big working dogs with lots of
energy not suited for apartment living. Very protective Bouviers may not be too
friendly with strangers. They are not for inexperienced dog owners or people
who don’t have time to train and socialize them. But with the right family, they
make wonderful pets.
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BOXER
Height and Weight: 20 - 24 inches and 55 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 12 years
Character: Devoted, Energetic, Intelligent, Playful

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed holds the
record of the dog with
the longest tongue.



Country of origin: Germany

JAW FACT
Short muzzle with a
big underbite makes
their bite strong.

Grooming: Very easy to groom

Training: Can be trained for just about anything

A true athlete of the family

Powerful dogs with a lot of energy, boxers are true athletes. They properly
earned their name with their ability to throw punches. They can get up on
their hind legs and ﬁght with you for the toy with their paws. Boxers are
also good jumpers. They have a short muzzle and a big underbite, and
once they catch their prey they do not let go. There are three diﬀerent coat
colors boxer puppies are born with: fawn, brindle or white. They have a
short coat and need to be protected from the cold. Grooming is easy, but
you need to carefully clean their wrinkles. Boxers are easy to train but need
a lot of exercise. And with proper training, boxers can do anything.They are
loyal to their families and make good guards.

Common Coat Colors: Fawn, Brindle and White
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BRIARD
Height and Weight: 22 - 27 inches and 55 - 100 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Fearless, Obedient, Intelligent, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In France, where the
breed originated from,
Briard is known as
Chien Berger de Brie.

PAWS FACT
Briard has double rear
dew claws to help it pivot
when herding cattle.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Needs daily brushing

Training: Easy to train

A working dog with lots of love to share

Common Coat Colors: Black, Tawny and Blue

The French developed Briards as agile sheepdogs and tough courageous
guards capable of running oﬀ sheep-stealing predators. This working dog was
named the oﬃcial war dog of France and was used for sentry duty, ﬁnding
wounded soldiers and pulling supply carts during World War I. Briard needs a
job to be happy, it craves attention and needs lots of love and daily activities.
They need a large fenced area to run free. The breed is aﬀectionate and
makes a great companion for hikers and joggers. These dogs are independent
thinkers but love to please, so you can train them easily. They have an
excellent memory and learn quickly. Briards excel at canine sports like
catching discs, search-and-rescue, obedience, and agility. Start training and
socializing your Briard early on. Briard has a long double coat you should
brush daily to prevent mats and tangles.
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BRITTANY
Height and Weight: 17 - 20 inches and 30 - 40 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Agile, Intelligent, Adaptable, Attentive



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed is born with a
docked tail.

NOSE FACT
Brittanys have a very
sharp scent receptors,
and 25 times more
smelling ability than
humans.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Minimal grooming

Training: Very easy to train

A hunting dog with a sweet personality

Common Coat Colors: Orange, Liver and Roan

They are very smart and obedient and make great hunting dogs. They are not
great watchdogs, they are more likely to make friends with an intruder than
they are to catch it. Their medium size makes them perfect for any living
conditions. It is believed they are named for their origin - a Brittany province
of France. This is a goodlooking dog with an aristocratic look. Their coat is soft
feathered and fairly short. They have a large, wide and wide open nose allows
them deep breathing, which helps them with stamina and sniﬃng out smells.
They have 25 times more smelling ability than humans and can sense a bird
as far as 75 yards. A Brittany is happiest when running out in the ﬁeld, and
require at least an hour of exercise a day. They are easy to groom, but their
long and ﬂoppy ears need to be cleaned so they don’t get an infection. They
are easy to train and make good family pets.
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BRUSSELS GRIFFON
Height and Weight: 7 - 10 inches and 8 - 10 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Alert, Sensitive, Watchful, Loyal, Curious



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Griﬀon we know
today was created by
combining diﬀerent
breeds including the
Pug, English Toy
Spaniel and the
Aﬀenpinscher.

COAT FACT
Brussels Griﬀons have
two diﬀerent types of
coat: rough and smooth.
Smooth colored just
need regular brushing,
but rough coats need
professional hand
stripping.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Black - Tan, and Red

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Need regular grooming

Training: Start really early

A toy breed that steals the hearts of dog lovers

Originated in Brussels in Belgium, these dogs were used to catch rats. Now they
are a somewhat rare breed. You can recognize them by their small square
bodies and a ﬂat face. They are small, but they are sturdy and alert. Brussels
Griﬀons have two diﬀerent types of coat: rough and smooth and come in four
colors. They are easily adaptable and well suited for apartment living. The
breed is active and as long as it gets the daily exercise it needs it will behave. If
you want your Brussels Griﬀon to behave and be obedient, you need to start
training and socializing it early. They are very sociable and sweet natured and ﬁt
well with almost any family. You should be careful that young children don’t get
rough with them. Training them can be tricky, so you should start training and
socializing them early.
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BULLDOG
Height and Weight: 12 - 15 inches and 39 - 55 lbs
Lifespan: 8 – 10 years
Character: Docile, Willful, Friendly, Gregarious

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
During the WWII they
were called the
churchill dogs and
represented the
strength of Britain.



Country of origin: United Kingdom

JAW FACT
They have an undershot jaw that sticks
out and shows their
teeth.

Grooming: Daily grooming required

Training: Challenging to train

A noisy and stubborn but loving companion

They may look funny, but they are tough. They have strong but heavy
bodies and short legs, so they don’t swim. Bulldogs are a noisy breed. They
fart a lot, and because of their pushed back face and very small nose, they
breathe with their mouth open. That’s why they make cute and funny
noises. They don’t do well in heat and require daily grooming. You need to
carefully clean all the folds. Bulldogs are very conﬁdent and don’t rely on
their owners a lot. They are very stubborn and love to do things their way,
so it is not easy to train them. But they love the company of the family and
are great with children.

Common Coat Colors: Red - White, Red, Red Brindle and Red with Black mask
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BULLMASTIFF
Height and Weight: 24 - 27 inches and 99 - 130 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Loyal, Protective, Loving, Powerful, Courageous



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Bullmastiﬀs were bred
not to bark at the
intruders or bite them,
but pin them down
without hurting them.

COAT FACT
Their coat that can be
red, fawn or brindle.

Country of origin: Great Britain
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Independable but eager to please, training
requires patience

Great pets and loyal companions

Common Coat Colors: Red, Fawn and Brindle

Great and monstrous guard dog bred not to bite. Bullmastiﬀs will pin their
prey and hold it down without hurting or killing it. Huge and strong they are
often used as watchdogs but are most known as gentle giants. They have
large heads with wrinkles and short black muzzles covered with drool. This
breed has a short coat that can be red, fawn or brindle. They are not very
active dogs and even though they are big, don’t require a lot of space. They
are independent but love to please, so you can train them with patience.
They may look scary because of their size, but they have a gentle
temperament and love spending time with their human family. Bullmastiﬀ is
easy to groom but drools a lot, so you might need a towel ready. They might
be big in size, but they are also very gentle and cuddly. They make loyal
companions and great family pets.
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CAIRN TERRIER
Height and Weight: 9 – 13 inches and 13 - 17 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 15 years
Character: Alert, Cheerful, Busy, Intelligent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Their front paws are
bigger with thick pads
and strong nails; this
makes them great
diggers.

COAT FACT
Cairn Terriers have a
wiry coarse coat that,
when maintained
properly, is waterproof
and weather resistant.

Country of origin: Scotland
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Trainable with persistent and patient training

A dog with a big and spunky personality

Common Coat Colors: Black, Cream, Red and Wheaten

A dog with a big personality that doesn’t let you ignore it. They have the
intelligence and energy of their Terrier cousins, but not the rough demeanor.
Cairn Terrier is the smallest of the Scottish Terriers, originated on the Isle of
Skye and bred to hunt rodents. They are very intelligent and courageous. Bred
hunters they love to sniﬀ, hunt and dig. Their front paws are bigger, they have
thick pads and strong nails, which makes them great diggers. They are very
adaptable and can live anywhere. But you should keep them on a leash
because their hunting instincts might kick in and they could start roaming. They
are easy to take care of, you should brush them regularly and hand strip the
dead hear twice a year to keep their original look. Cairn Terriers are smart but
stubborn, so you need to be persistent and patient in training. They make good
pets for families that are active and aﬀectionate.
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CANE CORSO
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 88 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 9 - 12 years
Character: Affectionate, Intelligent, Even Tempered



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The name of the breed
can be translated as
“guard dog”, from the
Latin words “canis”
which means dog and
“cohors” which means
guard.

BODY FACT
Cane Corso has a
powerful aristocratic
look with its strong
muscular body,
massive head, and
almond-shaped eyes.

Country of origin: Italy
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Smart but require early training and socialization

A true guard dog, ready to protect you

Common Coat Colors: Black, Fawn, Liver and Black - Tan

This ancient breed originated in Italy and worked as a guard dog on farms
protecting people and animals. An extremely loyal dog, ready to give its life to
protect the owner. They are a smart and powerful breed that needs to be
trained and socialized early on. They can be obedient and well-behaved in a
house as long as they get the daily exercise they need. They are energetic,
playful and powerful, so you shouldn’t let them get bored and exercise them
every day for at least an hour. They shed lightly and don’t require much
grooming. Their coat color varies and can be brindle, gray, red or fawn. Cane
Corso can drool occasionally, in a hot weather, when hungry or after drinking
water. This is a strong but sensitive breed that forms a deep bond with its
owner and can get its feelings hurt if scolded.
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CAVALIER KING CHARLES SPANIEL
Height and Weight: 12 - 13 inches and 11 - 17 lbs
Lifespan: 9 - 14 years
Character: Fearless, Affectionate, Patient, Sociable, Playful

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
They are the breed
with most expressive
eyes.



Country of origin: Great Britain

COAT FACT
They have a silky coat
with feathered ears,
tail, chest, legs and
feet.

Grooming: Needs regular grooming

Training: Easy to train

An ultimate lapdog for any dog-lover

A breed that has spent the most time in the laps of the nobility. King Charles
loved the breed, never went anywhere without his dogs, and lent the breed
his name. They are a sweet, loving, kind and aﬀectionate breed. They are
known for their sweet and gentle temperament. They are great with kids,
love people and enjoy being in their company. They love to please and are
very intelligent, so it’s easy to train them. They are great at remembering
commands, so once they learn something they never forget it. They need to
be groomed regularly, and their feathered hair on the ears require special
attention. They are wonderful with children and make good pets for any
dog-lover.

Common Coat Colors: Tri-Color, Black-Tan, Mahogany and Chestnu-White
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CHIHUAHUA
Height and Weight: 5 - 8 inches and 3 - 6 lbs
Lifespan: 14 - 16 years
Character: Lively, Devoted, Alert, Quick



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The only breed with a
molera - soft spot on
their head that stays
with them for life.

HEAD FACT
Chihuahua’s head can
be either apple or
deer shaped.

Country of origin: Mexico
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Easy to train when young

A dog to pamper

Common Coat Colors: Black - Red, Black - Tan, White and Cream

The smallest breed of dog on earth, Chihuahuas enjoy being pampered and
carried around. Their small heads can be apple or deer shaped, and their
coat can be tan, red, black, white or splashed. They may have small bodies,
but they have big brains. They have exceptionally sensitive radar-dish ears
that help them identify predators, but also get rid of excessive body heat.
These dogs are one-person dogs. A Chihuahua forms a deep bond with its
owner. They are sweet and protective. But they also need to be protected.
They shouldn’t be left alone. They are an easy prey to many, and they can
also be unaware of their small and unthreatening size. They are easy to
groom, but they need to be protected from harsh weather conditions. They
are easy to train when young, but older dogs can be a bit of a challenge.
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CHINESE CRESTED
Height and Weight: 9 - 13 inches and 4 – 11 lbs
Lifespan: 13 – 15 years
Character: Affectionate, Sweet-Tempered, Lively

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed has won
more Ugly dog
contests than any
other breed.



Country of origin: China

HAIR FACT
They have little hair
on the head and
around the joints.

Grooming: Minimal

Training: Easy to train

A unique dog breed that loves to cuddle.

Chinese Crested is one of the most unique dog breeds. The Crest in the
name refers to the hair on the top of their heads. Unlike most dogs, this
breed has sweat glands. Many of this breed are allergic to wool and could
have skin problems. The breed is famous for going on a ship with Chinese
merchants and chasing rats. Most Chinese Crested have little hair on their
heads and around the joints, which means less hiding place for ﬂeas. But
this means they can get sunburned and they get cold. That’s why they
need sunscreen when it’s hot and a little sweater when it gets cold. They
love to cuddle and make excellent family dogs.

Common Coat Colors: Black, White, Apricot and Chocolate
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CHINESE SHAR PEI
Height and Weight: 18 - 20 inches and 39 - 66 lbs
Lifespan: 9 – 11 years
Character: Affectionate, Devoted, Independent, Loving

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
They have a distinctive
blue-black tongue.



Country of origin: China

BODY FACT
They were bred to
have wrinkles that
would protect their
organs in ﬁghts.

Grooming: Need extra care

Training: Experienced trainer is recommended

A ball of wrinkles that steals hearts

Common Coat Colors: Black, Blue, Fawn, Chocolate and Cream

Did you know that the plural of Shar Pei is Shar Pei? They were bred to
protect Chinese royalty and guard the palace. The name Shar Pei literally
means Sand Skin. It refers to the quality of their coat which is short and
rough. And it was thought that when exposed, their tongue can get rid of
evil spirits. Grooming needs extra care, you need to carefully clean their
wrinkles. With proper cleaning, they won’t need too much grooming. This
breed is very territorial and makes a great guard dog. They need a
moderate amount of exercise, and it’s important to start training them
early. They are hard to motivate, so an experienced trainer is
recommended. Overall they are loyal companions but do not do well with
small children.
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CHOW CHOW
Height and Weight: 16 - 20 inches and 44 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 12 years
Character: Aloof, Loyal, Independent, Quiet

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Sigmund freud owned
a Chow Chow named
Joﬁ that attended all
his therapy sessions.
He said Joﬁ helped
him assess his
patient’s mental state.


MOUTH FACT
They have a
blue-black tongue and
44 teeth.

Country of origin: China
Grooming: Heavy shedders that need regular grooming

Training: Require early training and socialization

A beauty that looks both like a lion and a bear.

Common Coat Colors: Red, Black, Blue, Cinnamon and Cream

Chow Chows originate from China and are one of the most ancient dog
breeds. Bred to be a working dog, they were used for hunting, pulling sleds
and guarding. The Chinese believed Chow can ward oﬀ evil spirits its
blue-black tongue. Chow Chow is the only breed born with 44 teeth, while
other dogs have 42. Puppies are born with a pink tongue, but it darkens as
they grow. They have a dense double coat that can be either rough or
smooth and should be brushed daily. While they may look all cute and ﬂuﬀy,
but many of the breed have a reputation for aggression. They can be less
than friendly to strangers and other dogs. They were ranked as number one
most dangerous dog breed in America. They are very territorial and
protective. But if properly trained and socialized, they can be loyal and
wonderful pets.
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CIRNECO DELL’ETNA
Height and Weight: 16 - 20 inches and 17 - 26 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Friendly, Independent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The hint to the origin of
the breed is in its
name. Cirneco is
originated from a
Greek word meaning
“dog of Cyrene”.

HEAD FACT
Cirneco dell’Etna has a
triangular shaped
head with upright
ears and an alert
expression in the
eyes.

Country of origin: Italy
Grooming: Minimal

Training: Easy to train

A beautiful hunter

Common Coat Colors: Chestnut and Dark - Tan

The breed got its name from Mount Etna, on the Italian island of Sicily, where
its ancestors hunted rabbit and hare. These dogs, also known as Sicilian
Greyhounds, have strong and independent temperaments and are great
hunters. They move silently with their strong slick bodies and sneak up on
their prey. Due to their hunting nature, they should be socialized early and
carefully introduced to cats and other small animals. It can be trained for
obedience, rally, agility, tracking, lure coursing, and hunting. With right
training, these friendly dogs make well-adjusted and well-mannered
companions. You should provide them with moderate physical exercise and
mental stimulation to keep their intelligent and inquisitive nature. Grooming
needs are minimal, you should brush their short smooth coat weekly and
bathe them when needed.
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COLLIE
Height and Weight: 22 - 26 inches and 50 - 75 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Loyal, Intelligent, Friendly, Protective, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In 1860 when Queen
Victoria visited Scotland,
she fell in love with the
Collies she met and
brought some back to
England and made them
more famous.

EARS FACT
Collie’s ears should
always be folded at
the tip.

Country of origin: Scotland
Grooming: Need regular grooming and brushing

Training: Very easy to train

A smart and devoted companion

Common Coat Colors: Sable, Tricolor and Merle

This dog was developed in Scotland to be a helper and a loving companion,
to work as a herder and a guard dog. They are true thinkers, they enjoy
training and solving complex problems. They are very intelligent and
people-oriented so they can be easily trained. They are great herding dogs,
they eye and follow their prey, but do not kill. They have a long thick double
coat that protects their throat from predators and keeps them warm in harsh
weather conditions. Rough Coat Collies sheds heavily, and require regular
brushing and grooming, but the Smooth Coat Collies are easy to groom.
Dogs with a rough coat were mostly herders, and the ones with a smooth
coat guided the herd to the market. Their bodies are sturdy and agile, and
they often perform well in agility competitions.
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COTON DE TULEAR
Height and Weight: 9 - 11 inches and 8 - 15 lbs
Lifespan: 15 - 19 years
Character: Affectionate, Lively, Intelligent, Playful



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Coton de Tulear is
Madagascar’s oﬃcial
dog, and you can even
ﬁnd it on postage
stamps.

BODY FACT
Coton de Tulear has
the most ﬂuﬀy
cotton-like coat that
comes in three colors:
white, black and white
and tricolor.

Country of origin: Madagascar
Grooming: Require regular grooming

Training: Very easy to train

An intelligent and playful ﬂuff

Common Coat Colors: White, Black - White and Tricolor

Name rightfully deserved, Coton de Tulear has the most ﬂuﬀy cotton-like coat.
They are members of the Bichon family and you can easily recognize it by their
hairy ears, mustache, and beard. It’s believed that the breed descended from
dogs that survived the shipwreck near Madagascar. Now, they are
Madagascar’s oﬃcial dog, and you can even ﬁnd them on postage stamps. They
have low exercising requirements and can live almost anywhere. Their coat gets
easily knotted so they need to be brushed daily to keep that elegant look. They
are people-oriented and eager to please. Whether you are teaching them basic
commands or party tricks, they are quick studies and pick things up easily. You
can often see them bouncing on their hind legs waiting for a treat. Very
adaptable and sociable, they will ﬁt right in and make a wonderful family pet.
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DACHSHUND
Height and Weight: 5 - 9 inches and 8 - 24 lbs
Lifespan: 14 - 17 years
Character: Stubborn, Clever, Devoted, Lively, Playful

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Dachshund was the
ﬁrst oﬃcial mascot in
the history of the
Olympic Summer
Games, and its name
was Waldi.



Country of origin: Germany

NOSE FACT
They have an acutely
sensitive nose and can
trace the scent even
after it got cold.

Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Requires patience

Small but brave and protective dog breed.
“Half a dog high, and dog-and-a-half long.” A hound dog with a great sense
of smell, Dachshund can trace a scent even after it went cold. Their short
legs keep them close to the ground so they can follow the scent easily, and
their long and narrow body helps them ﬁt in tight tunnels when they
follow the prey. They have strong and webbed spade-like paws to help
them with digging dirt. Dachshunds are small but brave! And they never
back down. They are stubborn, so you need patience to train them. They
could be great with families, but can also be diﬃcult with children.
Common Coat Colors: Black and Tan, Black, Chocolate and Red
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DALMATIAN
Height and Weight: 18 - 24 inches and 50 - 55 lbs
Lifespan: 12 years
Character: Energetic, Outgoing, Intelligent, Playful, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Dalmatians are born
all white, and develop
their spots as they
grow.


COAT FACT
They have spots
everywhere, even in
their mouths. The
number of spots can
vary from a few to a
coat ﬁlled with spots.

Country of origin: Croatia
Grooming: Need little grooming

Training: Need early, consistent and patient training

A spotted friend you can spot anywhere!

Common Coat Colors: Spots can come in Black, Liver and Deep Brown

This breed is known for riding on the ﬁre trucks. They used to serve as war
and guard dogs. Dalmatian is the only breed that was trained for coaching.
Their work for the ﬁre department started very early, when they used to run
with horse-drawn ﬁre trucks, and barked to alarm others and clear the way.
They have spots everywhere, even in their mouths. But they are born all
white and develop their spots as they grow. They have a stocky body and
strong muscles, they are very active dogs that love to run. Dalmatians are a
great ﬁt for active families. They could have issues with temperament and
aggression. But with the right breeding and training, they are great pets.
They are very smart, but independent and stubborn as well. You need to
start the training very early and be consistent and patient with them.
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DOBERMAN PINSCHER
Height and Weight: 24 - 28 inches and 70 - 99 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 13 years
Character: Fearless, Loyal, Energetic, Obedient, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Doberman has a
particular type of bite
which is a multiple
scissor type bite.



Country of origin: Germany

COAT FACT
Short and slick hair
gives them an elegant
look, but leaves them
vulnerable to cold
weather.

Grooming: Needs little grooming

Training: Intelligent, but should be trained early.

A ﬁerce ﬁghter and a gentle family dog

Listed as one of the most dangerous dog breeds on the Earth. They were
bred to be tough. They are strong, intelligent, loyal and brave so they make
superior watchdogs. They have strong protective instinct and the size to
intimidate. Dobermans were built for speed and endurance. Have a
powerful masculine athletic body with short and slick hair, which gives
them an elegant look. Grooming them is easy, and shedding is minimal.
Their bite is one of their most ﬁerce attributes. If raised around children
from early puppyhood, they can be great and gentle family dogs. They are
one of the most trainable breeds, and training them is simple. They are
good at being service dogs, working with police and search and rescue.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Red, Blue and Fawn
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DOGUE DE BORDEAUX
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 119 - 143 lbs
Lifespan: 5 - 8 years
Character: Even Tempered, Loyal, Devoted, Courageous



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The breed became
more famous after
1989 movie Turner and
Hooch starring Tom
Hanks and a Dogue de
Bordeaux.

HEAD FACT
Dogue de Bordeaux has
a big head with
wrinkles that need to
be cleaned regularly.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Require early training and socialization

A strong and affectionate family protector

Common Coat Colors: Red, Fawn and Isabella

The breed originated in Bordeaux region of France. Dogue de Bordeaux is
known for its massive head, fearless temperament, and powerful body. This
dog is very territorial, loyal, self- assured, and wary of strangers which makes it
a superb guard dog. Very fast and agile, they are good at activities such as
carting, obedience, therapy work, tracking, and search and rescue. Their short
coat is easy to maintain. Brush them occasionally, wash them regularly, and
clean wrinkles and ears. Training and socializing them early is necessary to
prevent them from being aggressive towards strangers and other animals.
They are devoted, docile, and aﬀectionate family dogs you will enjoy having
around. The Dogue de Bordeaux tend to snore and drool a lot. If you are
bringing one into your home, slobber towels should be high on your purchase
list.
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ENGLISH COCKER SPANIEL
Height and Weight: 15 - 17 inches and 26 - 34 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Playful, Quiet, Friendly



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
As Spaniel in their
name suggests, English
Cocker Spaniels were
bred centuries ago
from dogs of Spanish
stock.

HEAD FACT
English Cocker Spaniel
has a long, square
muzzle, expressive
eyes, and long ears
that reach the tip of
his nose when pulled
forward.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Liver, Red and Blue Roan

Country of origin: England
Grooming: Weekly brushing required

Training: Easy if you start early

Big-eyed beauty you can’t resist

English Cocker Spaniels are one of the oldest Spaniels known. They were used
for hunting woodcocks and other birds in England, which is where the Cocker
in their name comes from. You can recognize them by their long ears and
sweet expressive eyes. These sporting dogs are curious and like to investigate.
They have delicate mouths, lots of energy and stamina and make excellent
retrievers. English Cocker Spaniels need daily exercise for their physical and
mental well-being. Their coat is profuse and needs regular care. You should
brush and comb it at least once a week to prevent matting and tangling. Lively
and aﬀectionate, English Cocker Spaniel is a great family companion. This dog
will wag its tail happily working or lounging on a sofa as long as its next to its
owner. Smart and eager to please, this dog is easy to train as long as positive
methods are used.
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ENGLISH MASTIFF
Height and Weight: 27 - 35 inches and 119 - 220 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Good-natured, Affectionate, Protective, Courageous

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
English Mastiﬀ is the
oldest English breed.


COAT FACT
Mastiﬀ comes in three
colors: apricot, fawn
and brindle.

Country of origin: England
Grooming: Very easy to groom, harder to bathe

Training: Training requires patience, they are laid
back and don’t do things quickly

A big size cuddly pet

Common Coat Colors: Apricot, Fawn and Brindle

If you want a big and gentle pet, English Mastiﬀ may be the right choice for
you. This massive dog loves kisses. Mastiﬀs are heavy boned and muscular,
have a big head, wide-set eyes and a wrinkled forehead, which could make
them look scary. But they are gentle giants that love snoozing on a couch. A
Mastiﬀ may be a couch potato, but a massive size and a protective nature
make them ideal watchdogs. They are very easy going and laid back and do
not need a lot of exercises, a walk around the neighborhood will do. They are
gentle and great family dogs, but because of their size may not be best
around small children. But this breed is not for everyone. They take up a lot
of space, and keeping and feeding them is expensive. Very easy to groom,
but their massive size might make it diﬃcult to bathe them.
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FRENCH BULLDOG
Height and Weight: 11 - 12 inches and 15 - 24 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Affectionate, Lively, Athletic, Playful, Bright

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed can’t
naturally reproduce.



Country of origin: England

NOSE FACT
They have a pushed in
face which makes it
hard for them to
breathe.

Grooming: Very easy to groom

Training: Can be trained, but don’t like to do tricks

A lazy cutie

Surprisingly, French bulldogs actually come from England! This cute breed
is great at sitting around and relaxing. They require minimal activity and
are great apartment dogs. Because of their pushed in face and small
bodies they are loud breathers that can’t swim. Their face wrinkles keep
the blood away from their eyes in case they get injured in a ﬁght. They are
not very active dogs, they do not like playing fetch for too long and are not
comfortable in the heat. Their small hips and big heads make it impossible
for them to naturally reproduce. Grooming them requires minimal eﬀort,
you just need to wash them regularly and clip their nails. These cuties
prefer to be pleased than to please but can learn a couple of tricks.

Common Coat Colors: Brindle, Fawn, White and Pure Black
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GERMAN SHEPHERD
Height and Weight: 21 - 25 inches and 74 - 94 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 13 years
Character: Curious, Loyal, Alert, Obedient, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
First dog movie star
was Rin Tin Tin a
German Shepherd
rescued from WWI.



Country of origin: Germany

EARS FACT
Their ears are ﬂoppy
while they are puppies
but get pointed when
they grow up.

Grooming: Sheds heavily

Training: Easy to train

Great watch and family dogs who
are easy to train.

Common Coat Colors: Black and tan, Black, Black and Red, and Sable

German Shepherd is the original canine movie star and most common
breed in police dogs. They are fearless and loyal. German Shepherds
served in German army in both World Wars. This breed is very active and
highly intelligent, which makes them easy to train. They have a double
layered coat that keeps them warm. They have a pointed alert ears as
adults, but as puppies their ears are ﬂoppy. Their long muzzle helps them
in tracking and their bite is very strong. That’s why early training is
important. They are a loving breed that loves to please so training them is
easy. German Shepherds are very protective of their pack or family, and
make great watchdogs.
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GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER
Height and Weight: 20 - 25 inches and 44 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Intelligent, Cooperative, Trainable

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
German shorthaired
pointers have served
in the Air Force
detecting bombs, and
one was even elected
pet mayor of
Montclair, California!



Country of origin: Germany

NOSE FACT
The color of their nose
matches the color of
their coat.

Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Needs to be stimulated

A companion that can do it all!

German shorthaired pointers are water retrievers, hunters, service and
family dogs! Their name comes from the pose they take when they spot a
prey. They keep their head down, have a steady gaze, lift their paw, and
point their tail - making an arrow shape with their body. The color of their
nose matches the color of their coat. They have a short and water resistant
coat, that helps them maintain an even temperature. Highly energetic and
active breed, strong and built to jump, they are great athletes and require a
lot of exercises. This dog is a great companion, but might not be suited for
families with small kids, because it could knock them over while running
around. They are easy to groom but shed a lot.

Common Coat Colors: Liver, Liver - White, Liver - White Patched
and Liver Roan
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GOLDEN RETRIEVER
Height and Weight: 20 - 24 inches and 59 - 79 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Kind, Trustworthy, Intelligent, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
There’s a Kangaroo in
Australia named
Dusty who believes
his “mum” is a Golden
Retriever named Lilly.



Country of origin: Great Britain

FUR FACT
A water repellent coat
keeps them warm.

Grooming: Need to be groomed regularly

Training: Easy to train

A cheerful family dog that loves to please

A Golden is a perfect family dog that adapts well to every environment.
They are always ranked high among the most popular dog breeds. Willing
to work and ready to please, they are one of the best-behaved breed and
are easy to train. They have soft mouths but love to chew, so you need to
train them early. They are not the best guard dogs. This breed needs lots of
activity and is ready to run around and play all day. They are great
swimmers, with webbed paws and water repellent coat. The color of
puppies’ coat is almost always lighter than of an adult, and their ears can
indicate what color they will be when they grow up. You need to take care
of their coat regularly, brush them and get rid of all the knots.

Common Coat Colors: Light Golden, Cream Golden , Dark Golden and Red Golden
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GREAT DANE
Height and Weight: 27 - 31 inches and 90 - 119 lbs
Lifespan: 9 - 10 years
Character: Devoted, Friendly, Loving, Gentle

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
One of the most
famous Great Danes is
Scooby-Doo!



Country of origin: Germany

BODY FACT
They are gigantic dogs
with paws the size of a
fully splayed grown
man’s hand.

Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Obedient but it’s critical to train them early

A gentle giant and a cuddly lapdog

A Great Dane breed actually comes from Germany! And in medieval times
they were believed to protect people from evil spirits. They are the world’s
largest lap dogs and big couch potatoes. They love to step on your feet and
lean on you. But underneath that calm and cuddly personality, there is a
very large guarding dog. They are one of the largest breeds of dog, with
paws the size of a fully splayed grown man’s hand. They have
proportionally long legs and move gracefully. Their heads are also
interesting, the top of their skull is almost exactly parallel to their snout.
They are short-haired dogs, so grooming and maintaining hygiene is easy.
They are wonderful family dogs, and gentle giants you can befriend easily.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Blue, Fawn, Harlequin and Mantle
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GREAT PYRENEES
Height and Weight: 25 - 32 inches and 79 - 119 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Fearless, Affectionate, Patient, Strong Willed



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
PAWS FACT

The Great Pyrenees
was proclaimed The
Royal Dog of France in
1675 by King Louis XIV.

The Great Pyrenees is
one of a few breeds
that has double dew
claws on its hind legs.

Country of origin: France
Grooming: Require regular brushing

Training: Can be difficult to train

An elegant and affectionate giant

Common Coat Colors: White

These majestic elegant looking dogs were named for French Pyrenees
Mountains. The nocturnal animals you know today that nap during the day but
guard the house at night, used to work as sheep guarding dogs. They are
instinctively nurturing and protective of smaller or wounded animals, and they
get along well with kids. The breed has a double-layered coat that comes in one
color - white. They shed a lot and require regular brushing. This is not an
apartment dog, it needs space to run and a regular exercise. Very friendly and
protective, but not very easy to train. They are independent thinkers you won’t
be able to teach party tricks. But you can train them to be obedient and follow
commands if you start early. The Great Pyrenees is a very sweet natured,
patient and aﬀectionate and makes a wonderful pet.
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GREATER SWISS MOUNTAIN DOG
Height and Weight: 23 - 28 inches and 85 - 140 lbs
Lifespan: 8 - 11 years
Character: Fearless, Devoted, Good-natured, Alert, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
It’s believed that the
Swissy has developed
as a result of natural
breeding between
native Swiss dogs and
larger dogs brought to
this region by foreign
tribes.

BODY FACT
Bred from strong dogs
and used for drawing
carts, the strength of a
Swissy is impressive.
On average, this dog
can pull a load of 3000
pounds or more!

Common Coat Colors: Black with white and rust markings

Country of origin: Switzerland
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Early and patient training required

A brave and muscular companion

The Greater Swiss Mountain Dog or a Swissy, is a large-sized dog, one of the
breeds that make up the Swiss mountain dog group. They used to guard cattle
and homes, herd animals and draw carts. They are big, alert and brave, so they
make good guard dogs. Bred in the tough mountain regions in Switzerland, this
breed is large, powerful and muscular, but also agile and active. Except for
twice a year when they shed heavily, The Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs have
dense double coats that shed moderately and should be brushed regularly.
They are intelligent and easily trainable but can be stubborn. You should be
patient and start training and socializing them early. The breed is calm,
conﬁdent and sociable. Swissy loves being around humans and it’s gentle of
kids and accepts other dogs well. They are aﬀectionate and make good family
pets.
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HARRIER
Height and Weight: 19 - 21 inches and 45 - 60 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Friendly, Active, Tolerant, People-Oriented



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Harriers are persistent
hunters with lots of
stamina. Hares and
foxes have been known
to drop from
exhaustion while being
pursued by a pack of
Harriers.

PAWS FACT
Harriers have thick
pads on their paws.
That allows them to
run for hours through
rough terrain.

Country of origin: United Kingdom
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Require consistent and patient training

A hunter that never gives up

Common Coat Colors: Tri - Colors and Red - White

Harrier is one of the rare breeds and there are many theories about its origin.
They were bred for hunting hare (which their names suggest) and the ﬁrst
packs appeared in England in the 1200s. These dogs were made for spending
hours in the ﬁeld chasing after their prey, so they need daily exercise to keep
them from getting bored and destructive. They are perfect companions for
long walks and hikes. Harriers have a natural hunting instinct to follow a
scent, so you should always keep them securely fenced and on a leash so they
don’t go wandering. They can be stubborn, and need consistency, patience,
and understanding in training. Harriers have long muzzles with
well-developed noses and open nostrils to help them pick up scents. Their
short and glossy coat needs minimal maintenance. Brush it weekly to remove
the dirt and loose hair. Pay attention to their ears and keep them clean.
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HAVANESE
Height and Weight: 8- 11 inches and 8 - 15 lbs
Lifespan: 13 – 15 years
Character: Affectionate, Responsive, Intelligent, Playful, Gentle

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The dog’s silky coat
protects it from the
sun and prevents the
dog from overheating.


COAT FACT
Havanese have
slightly shorter front
legs and because of
that, they have a
distinctive cute gait.

Country of origin: Cuba
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Trainable with lots of positive reinforcement

An affectionate dog that makes a
perfect companion

Common Coat Colors: Cream, Beige, Gold and Champagne

The Havanese is a national dog in Cuba and its only native breed. This dog
was bred for companionship only. Havanese is a very lively and aﬀectionate
dog that loves people's company. Unlike other toy breeds, these dogs are not
snappy and do not bark a lot. All Havanese dogs in America can be traced to
11 Havanese immigrants that came to the US from Cuba. Their beautiful silky
coat comes in many diﬀerent colors and their combinations. Their tail is
arched and curled over their backs. They have a characteristic messy moppy
look, but some owners prefer to keep them looking tidy and give them a
puppy cut. Their coat is perfect for picking up debris, so you need to carefully
comb them and keep them clean.They are cuddly and perfectly suited for
apartment living. You can house train them, and with lots of positive
reinforcement, they will be obedient.
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IRISH WOLFHOUND
Height and Weight: 32 - 35 inches and 115 - 180 lbs
Lifespan: 6 - 8 years
Character: Loyal, Patient, Dignified, Sweet-Tempered



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Irish Wolfhounds can
eat up to 25 pounds of
food a week, or three
pounds of food a day.

BODY FACT
They grow fast and can
gain up to a pound a
day, and at six months
they can weigh as
much as 90 pounds!

Country of origin: Ireland
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Easy to train

The tallest dog in the world

Common Coat Colors: Grey, Black, Brindle and Fawn

A puppy that doesn’t stay small for long. When this dog gets on its hind legs it
can get up to seven feet tall. These striking dogs were always admired and were
oﬀered as gifts to kings and emperors. They were used to hunt elk, wild boar,
and wolves. Irish Wolfhounds have a rough and wiry coat that gives them a
shaggy look. They are big and require space, but make good indoor pets
because they are not very active. They should get regular exercise, but a nice
long walk or taking them somewhere they can run freely should do. Grooming
is easy, just give them a nice brushing at least once a week. You should
remember that they are big intelligent dogs, and start training them early to
ensure they are obedient when fully grown. Patient, loyal and docile Irish
Wolfhounds make wonderful pets and great companions for kids.
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JACK RUSSELL TERRIER
Height and Weight: 9 - 10 inches and 8 - 15 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 14 years
Character: Stubborn, Fearless, Energetic, Intelligent, Vocal

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
These dogs were bred
for fox hunting and
got their name from
John Russell, a fox
hunting enthusiast.


EARS FACT
Their small V-shaped
ears fold over and
protect the inner ear
of debris.

Country of origin: Great Britain
Grooming: Minimal shedding, easy to groom

Training: Need an experienced trainer

An intelligent and entertaining live wire

Common Coat Colors: White, White - Tan, and Tri - Color

A hyper dog bred for speed! If you are looking for a dog that will keep you
entertained, this is a breed for you. They like to bark, run in circles, jump and
bite things. This dog can easily jump ﬁve times his height. Jack Russells are
full of energy, strong willed and strong, so they are not the right ﬁt for
everyone. If you live in an apartment, you need to give them at least an hour
of outdoor running time every day. They have sensitive skin, so you should
apply them some sunscreen when spending time outside. Their small
V-shaped ears fold over and protect the inner ear of debris. There are two
types of Jack Russell Terriers, and one has longer legs than the other. Their
waterproof double coat can be smooth or rough. There is minimal shedding
and they are easy to groom. They need to be trained early on and exercise
daily to keep them well-behaved
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JAPANESE CHIN
Height and Weight: 8 - 11 inches and 7 - 11 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 14 years
Character: Loyal, Intelligent, Loving, Cat-like



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
These dogs
accompanied the
royalty, and even their
name suits them. Chin
in Japanese means
Royalty, so the name
describes the breed
entirely.

HEAD FACT
These dogs are small
but have big heads
with short broad
muzzles, and big
wide-set eyes.

Country of origin: China
Grooming: Don’t need much grooming

Training: Should start early

Dancing royalty dog

Common Coat Colors: Black - White, Tricolor and Sable - White

A dog famous for doing “Chin Spins”. They look like they are dancing when they
get on their hind legs and turn in rapid circles while pawing with their front
paws. Most experts believe Japanese Chins originated in China and were bred
to warm the laps of Chinese aristocrats and accompany the ladies of the
Imperial Palace. In 520 ad, the breed came to Japan and Japanese aristocrats
named it Japanese Chin. In their language chin means royalty, so this breed got
the name that ﬁts them. They have a long single-layered silky coat and a heavy
feathered high set tail. It takes about 2 to 5 years for their coat to come in fully.
Japanese Chins don’t need much grooming, you can brush them once or twice a
week. They are small and don’t bark very much, so they are suited for
apartment living. They are devoted family pets that want to please, so you
should start training and socializing them early.
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KEESHOND
Height and Weight: 16 – 18 inches and 30 – 39 lbs
Lifespan: 13 – 15 years
Character: Agile, Obedient, Quick, Playful

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
They are the most
mispronounced breed
on the planet.



Country of origin: Holland

FUR FACT
They have tri-color
double coat that
protects them.

Grooming: High grooming requirement

Training: Easy to train

One of the cuddliest dog breeds.

Keeshond breed is also known as The Smiling Dutchman. They are the
cuddly teddy bears of dogs. Keeshonds will bark endlessly if they feel
threatened or if someone tries to invade on their space. But they are too
friendly for guard dogs. The saying “All bark and no bite” applies for this
breed. They have tri-color double coat that protects them. This and their
plush plumed and curled tail make this breed easily recognizable. It’s
important to brush them daily. They love to please and play, and they are
highly intelligent, so training them is easy. They are very tolerant and
playful, and make a wonderful family dog.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Silver, Grey Cream and Black, and Black - SIlver
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KERRY BLUE TERRIER
Height and Weight: 17 - 19 inches and 33 - 40 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Affectionate, Strong Willed, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Kerry Blue Terrier was
a mascot for patriots
in the struggle for Irish
independence.

COAT FACT
When born Kerry Blue
Terriers’ coat is actually
black! As the dog grows,
the color of its coat fades
and turns a shade of
blue.

Country of origin: Ireland
Grooming: Require weekly brushing

Training: Easy to train

A charming wavy haired beauty

Common Coat Colors: Black, Dark Blue and Brown

Kerry Blue Terrier is a versatile and hardworking farm dog. In England and
Ireland, the breed was used for hunting small game and birds and retrieving
from water and land. These dogs are both active and know how to snooze
around. They enjoy outdoor activities like playing fetch or jogging with their
owner. Being with their owner is most important so they will go along with any
activity including napping and lounging all day. This is a very intelligent breed
that needs to exercise both mind and body. You can provide them with the
stimulation they need by including them in canine sports including obedience,
herding, dock diving, and barn hunt.Their soft dense and wavy coat doesn’t
shed. It should be brushed and combed once a week to avoid matting. With
proper socialization and obedience training, Kerry Blue Terriers make
wonderful pets.
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KOMONDOR
Height and Weight: 25 - 32 inches and 88 - 132 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 12 years
Character: Fearless, Affectionate, Independent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The plural of
Komondor is
Komondorok.

COAT FACT
This dog has the
heaviest fur in the dog
world. Komondor’s
coat can have over
2000 cords and weigh
15 pounds.

Country of origin: Hungary
Grooming: Difficult to groom

Training: Early training is necessary

A dog with an impressive hairdo

Common Coat Colors: White

Komondorok used to protect Hungarian sheep at pasture. They are conﬁdent
and robust guard dogs you can’t mistake for any other breed. Their
dreadlocks give them a cool look but aren’t just for show. The breed
developed its coat as a camouﬂage. It helped the dog blend in with the sheep
and surprise any wolf who tried to attack its ﬂock. It also serves as an armor in
ﬁghts with wild animals. If anyone tried to bite on them all they would get is
lots of hair in their mouth. Grooming their coat is not an easy task. There is no
brushing, but you need to separate all the cords if you want to keep their
traditional look. They are agile and athletic and need regular exercise to stay
healthy and happy. A walk on a leash or free-running time in a large, securely
fenced yard will do. These big dogs make aﬀectionate and loving pets.
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LABRADOR
Height and Weight: 22 - 24 inches and 55 - 79 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Kind, Outgoing, Trusting, Gentle, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Labs have a soft
mouth and can carry
an egg in their mouth
without cracking its
shell.



Country of origin: Canada

PAWS FACT
They have webbed
paws and an otter like
tail which helps them
swim better.

Grooming: Minimal

Training: Easy to train

Great Family Dog
This breed was used to retrieve ﬁshnets and ﬁsh that fell oﬀ the hook.
They love to swim and have a lot of energy. The name of the breed comes
from the sea they used to work in - Labrador Sea. They have webbed paws
and an otter like tail which helps them swim better. Labradors have
layered coat that keeps them warm and helps them ﬂoat. They come in
three colors: Black, Yellow and Chocolate. Grooming is minimal but they
do shed in spring and fall. They are intelligent and love to please which
makes them easy to train. It is important to start training them when they
are very young. Labradors love humans and are great family dogs.
Common Coat Colors: Yellow, Black, Chocolate and Silver
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LAGOTTO ROMAGNOLO
Height and Weight: 16 - 19 inches and 24 - 35 lbs
Lifespan: 15 – 17 years
Character: Loyal, Loving, Active, Lively



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Lagotto Romagnolo
makes a foundation of
all water dogs
including Poodle,
Portuguese water
dogs, and Golden
Retrievers.

COAT FACT
The coat doesn’t shed
but needs regular
brushing to prevent
matting and occasional
cutting.

Country of origin: Italy
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Easy to train

A curly oldtimer

Common Coat Colors: White, White Brown, Brown and Orange Roan

A very old and rare breed, famous for seeking truﬄe mushrooms. The breed
originated in Italy predating the Romans and was used as working dogs
retrieving waterfowl. Lagotto Romagnolo is an active breed that enjoys
running, hunting, digging and swimming. They have sturdy, strong bodies and
dense curly coats. The coat doesn’t shed but needs regular brushing to
prevent matting and occasional cutting. These working dogs were bred to
please and they are very easy to train. They excel at in canine events such as
agility and obedience. They can live anywhere but should have enough space
for activities they love like running and digging. Lagotto Romagnolo is an
aﬀectionate dog that gets attached to its family members. Italians call this
endearing breed “carino” which translates as cutie, and that ﬁts them
perfectly. They are wonderful family dogs you can trust around kids.
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LEONBERGER
Height and Weight: 7 - 10 inches and 90 - 170 lbs
Lifespan: 8 – 9 years
Character: Fearless, Loyal, Obedient, Adaptable



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Leonberger is the
oldest purebred
German dog.

PAWS FACT
Leonbergers have
webbed feet and are
great swimmers.

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: Require daily brushing

Training: Respond best to positive training methods

A big warm and fuzzy softie

Common Coat Colors: Lion Gold, Red, Red - Brown and Sandy

Leonbergers may look ﬁerce like lions, but they are very kind and
people-oriented. Great at rescue, they are part of water search and rescue
teams in Italy and Germany. It’s named after the town in Germany where it
originated from - Leonberg. This big dog that resembles a lion can weigh as
much as 170 pounds. The breed has a medium to long thick water-resistant
double coat. Their coat sheds heavily and they require daily brushing.
Leonbergers are very big dogs and not best suited for apartment living. They
are energetic and playful and need space to run. Leonbergers are smart but
sensitive, so you should use positive reinforcement while training them. These
big softies are even known to get upset if there is a family argument. It’s easy
for them to form a bond, they are sociable and love spending time with their
family members. They are lovely and wonderful family pets.
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LHASA APSO
Height and Weight: 9 - 11 inches and 13 - 15 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Friendly, Fearless, Assertive, Devoted

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Their Tibetan Name
Means “Bark Lion
Sentinel Dog”.



Country of origin: Tibet

EAR FACT
They have low hanging fur covered ears
and sharp hearing
that helps them
detect danger.

Grooming: High grooming requirement

Training: Easy to train

One of the breeds with an amazing hairdo.

Lhasa Apso originated from Tibet, where it was used as a watchdog for
palaces and monasteries. Today, this breed is a nice family dog that
protects its family. They are intelligent and easy to train. They are loyal to
their family but wary of strangers. That’s why it’s important to socialize
them early on. Lhasa Apso is easily recognizable by their long
double-layered coat that covers their entire body and their long winding
tail. Their coat is kept long for showing but many owners also get them a
puppy cut. They have an amazing hearing and a loud bark witch makes
them good watch dogs. They adapt well and make great family dogs.

Common Coat Colors: Black, White, Brown and Grizzle Grey
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LÖWCHEN
Height and Weight: 12 - 14 inches and 10 - 18 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 15 years
Character: Intelligent, Playful, Friendly, Active



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The name of the breed
is German for “little
lion”. While their name
is German since the
Middle Ages Löwchen
were popular among
noblewomen of France,
Italy, Holland, Spain,
and Russia, as well as
Germany.

COAT FACT
Their coat is
surprisingly easy to
maintain. You should
brush your Löwchen
every few days and
give it a bath every
couple of weeks.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Red - Tan and Chocolate

Country of origin: Not determined, possibly German
Grooming: Fairly easy to groom

Training: Easy to train

A little lion dog

These charming dogs make lively companions who love to stray by their
owner’s side and will be happy with almost any activity with their owner.
Löwchen are very intelligent, love new challenges and do well at obedience
and agility. The breed used to accompany royalty that was under constant
threat, so these dogs are very alert and react quickly to suspicious noise and
activity. They make great guard dogs if you teach them not to bark at every
sound or motion while they are still puppies. Löwchen loves to please, so
training them is easy if you use positive methods. Their coat is surprisingly
easy to maintain. You should brush your Löwchen every few days and give it a
bath every couple of weeks. To keep that tidy look, you should visit a
professional groomer every couple of months to trim the coat into a “puppy
cut” or the traditional “lion” trim.
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MALTESE DOG
Height and Weight: 7 - 9 inches and 4 - 6 lbs
Lifespan: 14 - 15 years
Character: Playful, Affectionate, Easygoing, Intelligent, Gentle

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Maltese is one of
the oldest known
breeds. It's believed
the breed is over 2800
years old.


COAT FACT
All Maltese dogs have
white coat of hair not
fur.

Country of origin: Mediterranean region
Grooming: They need a lot of grooming

Training: Easy to train

A perfect companion dog

Common Coat Colors: They are all white and have a coat of hair.

The Maltese is one of the oldest known breeds. It's believed the breed is over
2800 years old. It’s believed that the breed originated from Malta, and got
their name from the island. Their distinctive features are their round black
eyes and black button nose. They are all white and have a coat of hair. They
shed less and are good for people with allergies. If you want to maintain a
full show coat, you need to brush them daily and bathe them weekly. A
puppy cut requires less attention but should be brushed regularly. The breed
is very small and aﬀectionate, so they make a great cuddly partner. Maltese
dogs are frail, so they should be supervised around children. They are very
smart but can get overly dependable of their owners. So train them early to
be alone if you need to leave them home.
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MINIATURE SCHNAUZER
Height and Weight: 11 - 14 inches and 13 - 19 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 15 years
Character: Fearless, Obedient, Intelligent, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Schnauze comes from
the German word for
muzzle, referring to
the dog’s square snout
and distinct facial hair.



Country of origin: Germany

MUSTACHE FACT
The fashionable
mustache is protects
them from getting
scratched by their
rodent prey.

Grooming: Their coat needs regular grooming

Training: Intelligent and easy to train

A great guard dog that loves to snuggle

A very sociable dog that loves to snuggle with its owner. When gathered,
Miniature Schnauzers are known to howl like wolves. They were bred to go
down into the earth and hunt vermin. Their fashionable mustache is actually
there to protect them from getting scratched by their rodent prey. They are
very brave and one of the most lovable and enthusiastic dog breeds. This
breed’s most distinctive features are their rectangular muzzle and a double
wiry coat. They have an exceptional hearing and excel at barking. Miniature
Schnauzers are always on alert and will let you know if they sense danger.
Very adaptable to any surrounding, they are great for any type of family.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Black-Silver and Black-Rust
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NEAPOLITAN MASTIFF
Height and Weight: 24 - 31 inches and 110 - 170 lbs
Lifespan: 8 – 10 years
Character: Stubborn, Obedient, Protective, Dominant



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The breed was
developed in southern
Italy in the vicinity of
Naples, and that’s how
it got its name.

HEAD FACT
Neapolitan Mastiﬀs’ face
is made up of heavy
wrinkles and folds that
extend from the outside
margin of the eyelids to
the skin under the throat
and neck.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Blue, Mahogany - Tawny and Brindle

Country of origin: Italy
Grooming: Should be brushed and cleaned regularly

Training: Early training and socialization is a must

A ﬁerce looking family oriented watchdog

Neapolitan Mastiﬀ, often nicknamed as Neo, was bred to be large with heave
loose skin to protect it from attack. The breed is known for being loyal and
loving towards its family. Neapolitan Mastiﬀ both is a 200 pounds lap dog and a
ﬁerce and always alert guardian. Its size, looks, and gaze are intimidating to
anyone. Neo is a ﬁerce protector but is not aggressive without reason. You
should start training and socializing Neapolitan Mastiﬀs early. The breed has a
short smooth dense coat so grooming is easy. Neo’s face is made up of heavy
wrinkles and folds that extend from the outside margin of the eyelids to the
skin under the throat and neck. You should clean and keep its wrinkles dry to
avoid infections. They are known to drool and pass gas, so you should keep a
hand towel and an air freshener ready. Neos are known to be lazy and cuddly
friends to their families.
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NORWEGIAN ELKHOUND
Height and Weight: 19 - 20 inches and 48 - 55 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Loyal, Alert, Playful, Strong Willed



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The original name of
the breed is “Norsk
Elghund” where
“Elghund” translates to
moose dog.

COAT FACT
They have a
double-layered coat
that sheds moderately
and requires regular
brushing.

Country of origin: Norway
Grooming: Need regular grooming

Training: Early training and socialization is needed

An affectionate and energetic fellow

Common Coat Colors: Grey and Silver

There is evidence of this breed being used to trail and hunt large animals like
moose as early as the time of the Vikings. Norwegian Elkhounds also worked as
herders, guard dogs and defenders from wild animals. You can recognize them
by their broadhead that tapers like a wedge towards the nose, alerted ears and
tightly curled tail carried over the back. The breed is playful, brave, alert and
protective. Norwegian Elkhounds love spending time with their owners but are
suspicious of strangers. If they are not socialized early on, they may chase and
ﬁght with other dogs. They tend to bark a lot. They are intelligent and respond
well to consistent and persistent training. This is an active and energetic animal
that needs daily exercise not to get frustrated and bored. If trained properly
they make very aﬀectionate and gentle family dogs.
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OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG
Height and Weight: 20 - 24 inches and 60 - 100 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Bubbly, Sociable, Intelligent, Playful, Adaptable



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Old English Sheepdogs
have a distinctive bark,
often described as
dark, raspy and
growly.

TAIL FACT
The bobbed or docked
tail is a common
feature of the breed.

Country of origin: England
Grooming: Very difficult to groom

Training: Easy to train

A lovely giant that looks like a big stuffed toy

Common Coat Colors: Grey, Grizzle and Blue

In the 19th century England, these ﬂuﬀ balls used to herd sheep and cattle.
Long ago these dogs were not considered as pets, their coats were called
profuse because of extreme grooming they need. Their coat makes them look
high maintenance and for that reason, people often don’t consider them when
choosing a companion. And that’s such a waste. They require daily exercise and
more space because of their size, but they are also very cuddly, aﬀectionate
and friendly companions. They are better suited for houses with yards where
they can run around to relieve their energy. Old English Sheepdogs are diﬃcult
to groom, they need a thorough brushing two to four hours a week. It’s
important to remove matted hair, to prevent skin problems. These dogs are
very sociable and protective, they love to be around people and get along well
with kids. They make a great family pet.
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PAPILLON
Height and Weight: 7 - 11 inches and 8 - 11 lbs
Lifespan: 13 – 15 years
Character: Energetic, Alert, Intelligent, Friendly



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This elegant breed has
appeared in the work of
famous painters like
Titian, Rubens, and
Rembrandt.

Country of origin: Europe
Grooming: Need weekly brushing

TAIL FACT
Their arched ﬂuﬀy tail
earned this breed the
name Squirrel Spaniel.

Training: Easy to train and need to be socialized

An elegant and lively lapdog

Common Coat Colors: Their coat is always white with patches of other colors.

An old breed that has maintained its popularity for centuries. This breed was
once known as Dwarf Spaniel and is believed that Marie Antoinette is
responsible for the name Papillon. She loved this breed and referred to her
dog as Le petit papillon which means little butterﬂy. Their deﬁning
characteristic is their beautiful spray of hair along each side of the face. Their
coat is always white with patches of other colors, it’s very silky and doesn’t
require much grooming a weekly brush is enough. And in the same litter, you
can have upright eared Papillons and ﬂoppy-eared Phalenes. They may be
small and cuddly, but they are more energetic than many lapdogs. They are
very intelligent and energetic, so you need to train and exercise them.
Papillons are good family dogs but can be snippy around children, which is
why they need to be socialized early.
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PEKINGESE
Height and Weight: 6 - 9 inches and 6 - 13 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Opinionated, Stubborn, Affectionate, Intelligent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Pekingese used to bark
to announce the
entrance of Chinese
emperors and hold the
ends of their royal
robes. They also
worked as portable
heaters for the royalty.

HEAD FACT
Pekingese have a
massive, broad and ﬂat
head.

Country of origin: China
Grooming: Need daily grooming

Training: Hard to train

A dog made for snoozing in your lap

Common Coat Colors: Black - Tan, Fawn Sable , Fawn White and Red Sable

Pekingese is one of the oldest dog breeds in the world. Long ago only royals
could own this breed, common people had to bow to them, and stealing or
hurting a Pekingese was punishable by death. They were also useful as small
and portable heaters. Empresses used to keep their small and sweet
companions in the large sleeves of their Imperial Robes. Pekingese dogs are the
happiest when they are right next to their owners or sitting in their laps getting
petted. They might be small, but they don’t seem to think so. They are brave
and ready to show who’s the boss. Their dense double coat needs to be
brushed daily and washed regularly, and its eyes and wrinkles should be kept
clean. They are very dedicated and loyal companions, but they are not most
obedient. Training them can be tough. Pekingese don’t always get along well
with kids and are better suited for older families.
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PEMBROKE WELSH CORGI
Height and Weight: 10 - 12 inches and 22 - 30 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 13 years
Character: Bold, Outgoing, Playful, Friendly, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Since 1945, Queen
Elizabeth II has had
more than 30 corgis.

BODY FACT
They have small but
long body that’s often
twice as long as their
height.

Country of origin: Wales
Grooming: They shed heavily and need regular grooming

Training: Easy to train

A lovable and enthusiastic dancing dog

Common Coat Colors: Red - White, Sable and Black Headed Tricolor

Bred to herd sheep, this breed is the oldest breed of herding dogs. And they
do a good job. This breed is small and has short legs, but it’s tough. agile and
fast. The double coat protected them from all weather conditions. The
undercoat is short and thick, and the outer coat is longer and rougher. They
have heavy seasonal shedding. A Pembroke Welsh Corgi with a coat of
extreme length, excessive feathering on the ears chest, legs and feet is called
a Fluﬀy and it cannot be used for breeding or showing. They have short tails,
either naturally bobbed or docked. They are active and intelligent dogs that
love to please, so you can train them easily. They require exercise and get
frustrated if they don’t get to exercise. And be careful, they gain weight easily
if you overfeed them. Their herding nature may not go well with small
children since they might nib or try to herd them.
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PHARAOH HOUND
Height and Weight: 20 - 24 inches and 39 - 59 lbs
Lifespan: 11 – 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Sociable, Intelligent, Playful, Trainable

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Pharaoh Hounds are
great jumpers. To
keep them safely
inside, you would
need a 6-foot fence.


EYES FACT
Pharaoh Hounds have
amber colored eyes.

Country of origin: Malta
Grooming: Grooming is minimal

Training: Intelligent and trainable

An elegant amber eyed watchdog

Common Coat Colors: Rich Tan, Red Golden and Chestnut

Some believe this breed originated from Ancient Egypt, and others that
Pharaoh hounds were brought to Egypt from Malta. They are one of the
oldest domesticated dogs in history. Drawings of a dog at the entrance of
King Tutankhamun's tomb resemble Pharaoh Hounds. This breed is
intelligent, alert and observant, so they make good watchdogs. They have
keen eyesight and great hearing, and they bark when strangers approach
them. Their coat is short and smooth, so they need minimal grooming. They
are intelligent and with the right training, they will be obedient pets. They are
active and very fast dogs that need to be exercised, so they may not be
suitable for apartments unless you are ready to give them the exercise they
need. Pharaoh Hound is playful and loves kids, but needs time to get along
with strangers.
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POMERANIAN
Height and Weight: 7 - 12 inches and 4 - 8 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 16 years
Character: Extroverted, Sociable, Intelligent, Playful, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Queen Victoria loved
this breed and is
credited for breeding
Pomeranians from the
larger 20-pound dogs
to the small dogs they
are today.


COAT FACT
The long and
harsh-textured outer
coat covers and
protects a soft dense
undercoat.

Country of origin: Poland
Grooming: They need daily grooming

Training: Not easiest to train, need early and
consistent training

An energetic ﬂuff and a hidden athlete

Common Coat Colors: Orange, White, Cream and Cream - Sable

This dog is small, energetic and a good pet to its family. You can recognize
this breed by their ﬂuﬀy double coat. Their feathered tail is set height and it
rests on their backs. They may not look like it, but these dogs are good
athletes. They are great at diﬀerent dog sports, like agility, ﬂyball, and
obedience. This breed is known to bark, so owners should train and work
with their Pomeranians early on. They love attention and need to be
exercised. Pomeranians shed heavily and constantly, so you need to groom
them daily. Their ﬂuﬀy coat needs professional attention every 4-6 weeks.
Very intelligent, but also stubborn and not easiest to train, so you need to
start training them early and be consistent. They are great lap dogs and
lovely companions but might be too fragile to be around small children.
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POODLE
Height and Weight: 11 - 15 inches and 17 - 30 lbs
Lifespan: 14 - 16 years
Character: Intelligent, Faithful, Active, Trainable

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Their name comes
from a German word
for puddle.



Country of origin: France

FUR FACT
They have a hair coat
that doesn’t shed but
continues to grow.

Grooming: No shading but high maintenance

Training: Easy to train

Poodles love to learn and are easy to train.
This is the only breed that comes in three sizes: Standard, Miniature and
Toy. Poodles used to be hunting dogs, and are actually a water retriever
dogs. That’s why they have puﬀy hair- it keeps them warm! Their hair coat
doesn’t shed, but continues to grow. They are great for people with
allergies. Their long legs make them look sophisticated and help them do
all sorts of tricks. Poodles are very intelligent, and it’s easy to train them.
You need to bathe them every 2-3 weeks to keep their coat proper.
Grooming them is very expensive. They are obedient and love to socialize.
Poodles make wonderful family dogs.
Common Coat Colors: Black, Brown, Silver, White and Cafe Au Lait
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PORTUGUESE PODENGO PEQUENO
Height and Weight: 8 - 12 inches and 9 - 13 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Lively, Intelligent, Friendly, Active



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The breed comes in
two sizes: medium and
large, and can have
two types of coat:
smooth and
wirehaired.

HEAD FACT
Portuguese Podengo
Pequeno has a
pyramid-shaped head,
large erect triangular
ears, and expressive
almond-shaped eyes.

Country of origin: Portugal
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Easy to train

A small but ﬁerce hunter and watchdog

Common Coat Colors: Yellow, Fawn and Chestnut

Podengo Pequeno is a sighthound originated in Portugal, known for its rabbit
hunting skills. This is an intelligent breed great at agility and lure coursing,
obedience, rally, and tracking. Among other skills, this breed can jump
incredibly high. Podengo Pequeno has a slender well muscled rectangular
body. The breed comes in two sizes: medium and large and can have two types
of coat: smooth and wirehaired. Both types of coats are easy to groom, weekly
brushing to remove dead hairs is enough. They are highly intelligent and learn
new things very quickly. While training them, use praise, traits, and play, and
keep the sessions fun and short. Portuguese Podengo Pequeno is careful with
strangers and can be a great watchdog. With their families, they are lively and
aﬀectionate family dogs.
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PORTUGUESE WATER DOG
Height and Weight: 17 - 23 inches and 35 - 60 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 13 years
Character: Docile, Obedient, Intelligent, Brave



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In the 1500s these dogs
worked as messengers
carrying messages
between ships.

COAT FACT
Portuguese Water Dog
has two types of coat:
curled and wavy. Their
hair continues to grow
and they don’t shed.

Country of origin: Portugal
Grooming: Don’t shed but need to be groomed regularly

Training: Easy to train

A great companion for water-related activities

Common Coat Colors: Black, Brown, Black - White, and Brown - White

A Portuguese working dog that shares some characteristics and origins with a
poodle. They excel at water performing jobs such as retrieving, working as
water courier or herding ﬁsh into nets. They have webbed toes, rudder-like tail,
and a waterproof coat. The hair covers their bodies evenly and they have no
undercoat or mane, and they don’t shed. Their hair continues to grow and
requires monthly clipping and regular brushing. This is a very sociable and
intelligent dog that craves human attention and gets very attached to its owner.
With their sensitive nature and intelligence, other than water-related jobs,
Portuguese Water Dogs work as therapy and assistance dogs. They are smart
and love to work and please, so you can train them easily. They were made for
water and enjoy spending time swimming, so you should include water sports
in their activities.
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PUG
Height and Weight: 10 - 13 inches and 14 - 18 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 15 years
Character: Docile, Clever, Stubborn, Sociable, Playful



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Pugs were bred to have
a wrinkle pattern in the
shape of Chinese
character for Prince
(王子) on their forehead.

HEAD FACT
The cute ﬂat face and
short nose cause
some breathing
problems, and Pugs
have diﬃculty
breathing in warmer
weather.

Country of origin: China
Grooming: Grooming is minimal

Training: Easy to train

A snuggle partner for any adventure

With a ﬂat face, wrinkles and big eyes - these pups have become one of the
most popular breeds in the US. But their cute ﬂat face and short nose cause
some breathing problems, and they have diﬃculty breathing in warmer
weather. They have a curly Q-tail that curls up towards the back like a
corkscrew, and a perfect Pug tail is said to have two full curls. They are easy
going and make good companions. They are adaptable to any lifestyle, but
heat can make them uncomfortable. They shed, but grooming requirements
are minimal. But keeping their face is very important, you need to clean their
wrinkles to prevent infections. Training them is easy. They are very easy-going
and get along with anyone. They make a good ﬁt for any family.

Common Coat Colors: Fawn, Black, Silver and Brindle
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PULI
Height and Weight: 16 - 17 inches and 25 - 35 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 15 years
Character: Energetic, Agile, Obedient, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The plural of Puli is
Pulik.

COAT FACT
Pulik have one of the
most unusual looking
coats. Grooming
them takes a lot of
work and eﬀort. It
could take about
three days for all of
Puli’s cords to dry.



Country of origin: Hungary
Grooming: A lot of work

Training: Start early

A real head-turner

Common Coat Colors: Black, White, Cream and Brown

Pulik were bred to herd sheep on the Hungarian plains, and their unusual
coat protected them from brutal weather conditions. The coat is made out of
cords that are wooly, dense, and weatherproof. Corded, brushed out or
clipped, grooming Pulik’s coat is a lot of work. These dogs need both physical
and mental stimulation. They excel at canine sports including herding,
obedience, and agility, among other activities. Pulik are very intelligent and
agile, and even though it may not seem like it, they can see very well. Unlike
other herding dogs, they direct cattle with their quick and bouncy movements.
They will follow commands, but do things in their own way, so they need a
ﬁrm but fair hand in training. You should start socializing and training your
Puli very early to achieve the best result. If you want a sweet and active dog,
Puli may be the choice for you!
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RHODESIAN RIDGEBACK
Height and Weight: 24 - 27 inches and 63 - 90 lbs
Lifespan: 10 – 12 years
Character: Loyal, Intelligent, Strong Willed, Sensitive



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Rhodesian Ridgebacks
are named for the ridge
of hair running along
their spine that grows in
the opposite direction to
the rest of their fur coat.

PAWS FACT
A Rhodesian
Ridgeback has arched
toes with thick and
round elastic pads.

Country of origin: Rhodesia, South Africa, Zimbabwe
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Need a persistent and consistent training

A superhero among dogs

Common Coat Colors: Red Wheaten and Light Wheaten

A courageous animal bred to take on a lion! This breed is strong and fast, it
can easily keep up with a horse for 30 miles. A dog known as the African lion
dog, this animal was bred at southern Africa to hunt lions. A unique and
deﬁning characteristic of this breed is his ridged back - a part of their coat
along their spine grows in the opposite direction from the rest of the coat. A
Rhodesian Ridgeback has arched toes with thick and round elastic pads.
These tough pads protected the dog from rough terrain of Africa. This breed
is muscular, fast and strong, and can also endure in extreme temperatures.
This is an active dog perfect for active people and families. They need at least
an hour of exercise every day to keep them satisﬁed and well-behaved.
Rhodesian Ridgebacks shed minimally, they are odorless and easy to groom.
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ROTTWEILER
Height and Weight: 22 - 27 inches and 90 - 110 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 12 years
Character: Fearless, Good-natured, Devoted, Obedient



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Rottweilers are always
black with the same
brown markings on
their chest, face, and
paws.

NOSE FACT
They have a pushed in
face which makes it
hard for them to
breathe.

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: They shed, so they should be brushed often

Training: Not optional

A strong and friendly warrior

Common Coat Colors: Black

A dog that can be both tough and cute, dangerous and friendly. They
require a lot of work and dedication and must be trained from an early age.
They are smart and easily trainable but are not a breed for just anyone,
they need serious and early training. If raised properly they are fantastic
dogs and loyal companions who will do anything for their families. If they
are going to be raised as a good family dog, they need extra care. They are
majestic and loving creatures you need to be careful around if they are in a
warrior mode. Rottweilers have a big and strong jaw with a massive biting
power. They have a double coat that sheds, so they should be brushed
often.
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SALUKI
Height and Weight: 20 - 28 inches and 40 - 65 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 17 years
Character: Aloof, Intelligent, Quiet, Reserved



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Salukis were very
respected in Egypt.
They were held at such
great esteem that they
were often mummiﬁed
just like pharaohs.

Country of origin: Fertile Crescent

PAWS FACT

Grooming: Easy to groom

Extra fur on their paws
helps protect their feet
while running on rough
terrain.

Training: It’s a challenge

An ancient and aristocratic dog breed

Common Coat Colors: Black - Tan, Black - Silver, Red and Fawn

Saluki is one of the oldest dog breeds in history, traced to sixth millennium
BC. The breed was revered in Ancient Egypt and some dogs were even
mummiﬁed along with royals and were found in ancient Egyptian tombs.
Salukis have long and slender bodies that allow them to be great runners.
They were bred to hunt gazelle, so they needed their speed. If you look them
closely when they run all four of their feet are oﬀ the ground when they
extend and retract their legs. They have two types of coat: a smooth and silky,
or a more common feathered coat. Their coat has only one layer, so it’s easy
to groom. Salukis love to run, so you need to provide them with safe space for
them to roam. They have a cat like personality and can be aloof, so training
can be challenging. They make good pets to older families and experienced
owners.
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SAMOYED
Height and Weight: 19 - 24 inches and 35 - 65 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Stubborn, Lively, Sociable, Friendly



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Samoyed’s rich coat
sheds, and when it does
there’s pounds of fur.
People used to make
that fur into yarn and
made clothes out of it.

MOUTH FACT
Samoyeds have
distinctive smile. They
have black lips curved
upwards.

Country of origin: Russia
Grooming: Heavy shedders that need daily brushing

Training: Easy to train

The Smiling Sammy

Common Coat Colors: White and Cream

Dogs known as The Smiling Sammys because their lips turn up and they look
like they are smiling. But it’s not just the smile they are recognized by, they also
have a great singing voice. They don’t just bark, they howl and it seems as
though they are trying to talk. They originated from Siberia where they worked
pulling sleds, herding reindeers and keeping their human companions warm.
You can always recognize Samoyeds by their black lips curved upwards into a
smile, and their heavily-coated upward-curving tail. They have a thick
double-layered coat, and the outer coat is always straight - Samoyeds don’t
have curls. Because of their rich coat, they can get overheated in warmer
climates. They shed heavily and require daily brushing. These dogs are very
adaptable and can be good apartment dogs as long as they get the daily
exercise they need. Samoyeds are smart and respond well to a ﬁrm and patient
training, but need to be trained early.
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SCHIPPERKE
Height and Weight: 10 - 13 inches and 10 - 16 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Fearless, Agile, Curious, Independent, Confident



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Their name means
"little shepherd" or
"little captain".

COAT FACT
Schipperke is a good with
little odor and easy to
groom. It doesn’t shed
excessively, except for
seasonal heavy sheds
once or twice a year.

Country of origin: Belgium
Grooming: Easy to groom

Training: Need patient and consistent training

Little family captains

Common Coat Colors: Black, Chocolate and Cream

These dogs were bred to be watchdogs and were often used for guarding the
boats in the canals between Brussels and Antwerp. This small version of the
Leauvenaar, a black Belgian sheepdog, Schipperke originated in Belgium. This
breed works as hearing dogs, search and rescue, and sniﬀs out drugs and
bombs. These dogs are always alert, protecting their family and territory,
barking at intruders and hunting mice and squirrels. This will keep the dog
occupied but they need daily exercise to burn oﬀ their energy. They are fearless
and suspicious of strangers, so they make great watchdogs. Schipperke is eager
to please, and with patient and consistent training and positive reinforcement,
they will be well-trained. This dog needs to be socialized early and reminded of
their training through life.
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SCOTTISH TERRIER
Height and Weight: 10 - 11 inches and 18 - 22 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 15 years
Character: Feisty, Independent, Alert, Playful



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
When they get
stressed or too
excited, Scotties might
experience the Scottie
Cramp. Their muscles
can tense up, making it
diﬃcult to walk.

BODY FACT
Scotties have small
but strong bodies built
for digging and
hunting vermin. They
have short legs,
always alerted ears
and tail, and a funny
mustache.

Common Coat Colors: Black and Brindle

Country of origin: Scotland
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Need early training

A devoted little hunter

Just like their other Terrier cousins, Scotties were also bred to hunt vermin.
They have a natural tendency to dig out of boredom. Scottish Terriers are
intelligent and energetic, but also independent dogs. They need early training
and socializing to be obedient, and daily exercise to satisfy their physical needs.
Their double-layered coat is made out of a soft dense undercoat and a hard
wiry outer coat. They need regular brushing, at least a couple of times a week,
and an occasional bath to keep them nice and clean. This breed is a lovely and
devoted family pet but can be reserved toward strangers. That’s why it’s
important to socialize them early. They are fearless and feisty animals, if you
don’t keep them on a leash they might chase smaller animals. They are a good
ﬁt for apartment living and make excellent companions.
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SEALYHAM TERRIER
Height and Weight: 10 inches and 21 - 24 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Fearless, Alert, Friendly, Calm



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
In the mid-1800s,
otters were considered
pests who depleted the
ﬁsh population and
Sealyham Terrier was
bred to be strong and
tough enough to dig
otters out of their lairs.

BODY FACT
The breed is muscular,
built low to the ground,
and moves easily with
long strides.

Country of origin: Wales
Grooming: Require regular brushing and combing

Training: Easy to train

An intriguing and spirited Terrier dog

Common Coat Colors: White

These dogs got the name for the Sealyham estate on the Seal River, in
southwestern Wales where captain named John Edwardes ﬁrst developed the
breed. The breed’s broadheads are covered with lavish facial hair
predominantly white. The water-resistant double coat and profuse leg and
body furnishings should be combed and brushed regularly to avoid matting
and remove dead hair. They don’t shed, so their coat should be hand-stripped
or clipped on a regular basis. Easily adaptable but active and excitable, these
dogs should get the daily exercise to help them behave better while in a
house. Sealyham Terriers need ﬁrm but not harsh training and should be
socialized and exposed to other dogs and humans early. They are friendly
dogs and this will discourage any dog aggression. They are aﬀectionate dogs
and great family pets.
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SHIH TZU
Height and Weight: 9 - 10 inches and 11 - 15 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 14 years
Character: Clever, Affectionate, Loyal, Spunky, Lively

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Shih Tzu is most
closely related to
wolves than any other
breed.


COAT FACT
They have two layers
of coat, the top is long
and silky and the
undercoat is ﬂeecy
and feathery. Their
coat keeps growing
like hair.

Country of origin: China
Grooming: Their coat needs a lot of work

Training: One of the hardest breed to train

A luxurious looking lapdog

Common Coat Colors: Black, White, Gold and Red

Bred in Tibet by crossing Pekingese and Lhasa Apso. They slept at the foot of
the bed and acted as foot warmers for the nobles. Famous for its luxurious
coat, Shih Tzu has two layers of coat, the top is long and silky and the
undercoat is ﬂeecy and feathery. Their coat keeps growing like hair. A long
show coat makes it look as though they are ﬂoating above the ﬂoor. Most
owners prefer keeping their Shih Tzu in a puppy cut. A shorter coat should be
groomed every 4-6 weeks. There are 19 diﬀerent coat color combinations a
Shih Tzu can have. They are recognizable by their distinctive mustache and
beard, and a tail curved over their back. Training them could be hard, they
need lots of repetitions before they learn a command. If you start training
and socializing them early, they will be obedient and good companions.
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SIBERIAN HUSKY
Height and Weight: 20 - 23 inches and 35 - 59 lbs
Lifespan: 11 - 13 years
Character: Friendly, Outgoing, Gentle, Intelligent

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Husky’s howl can be
heard up to ten miles
away!



Country of origin: Siberia

PAWS FACT
They have fur insulated paws with sharp
claws for digging.

Grooming: Weekly brushing is recommended

Training: Can be trained, but not outsmarted.

A blue eyed beauty with a sharp mind.

Common Coat Colors: Black - White, Grey - White, Red and White Sable

This breed is made for working in harsh Arctic conditions. They are ultimate
sled dogs, that enjoys running in cold weather. Their paws are well furred
and insulated, and they have strong claws for digging. Huskies are
protected by a dense double layered coat that can keep them warm in the
temperatures as low as -50 degrees. Their coat should be groomed weekly.
This breed can change its metabolism, they can race for hours and burn
the fat but not get fatigue. They are recognizable by their striking icy blue
eyes. Huskies are intelligent and can be easily trained. But do not try to
trick them, it will not work on them. They are energetic and need space to
play. This breed is pack oriented, they love kids and make wonderful family
dogs.
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SLOUGHI
Height and Weight: 24 - 29 inches and 35 - 50 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 15 years
Character: Reserved, Graceful, Sensitive



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Sloughi was bred to
hunt hare, fox, jackal,
gazelle, and wild pigs.

HEAD FACT
Sloughi’s sweet, big,
dark eyes many
describe as
“melancholy”.

Country of origin: Morocco
Grooming: Minimal

Training: Easy to train

A sensitive dog with exceptional hunting skills

Common Coat Colors: Light Sand, Fawn and Black

Many are unsure of the origin of the breed. However, it’s believed that Sloughi
is a sighthound of the Berber people of North Africa, and was originally found
in Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, and Algeria. These sensitive and smart dogs make
great family pets. They are calm and well-mannered at home but are also
active animals with high hunting drive. The breed needs regular exercise and
should have an opportunity to run at full speed in a safe and enclosed area.
You can try lure coursing as an activity they will enjoy and that will satisfy their
mental and physical needs. Sloughi is a sensitive and intelligent dog that does
best with caring owners. To train them properly, you shouldn’t use harsh
training methods. The breed’s short and smooth coat needs little
maintenance. Weekly brushing and occasional bath will keep the coat clean,
smooth and sleek.
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SPINONE ITALIANO
Height and Weight: 22 - 27 inches and 63 - 85 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 14 years
Character: Affectionate, Loyal, Patient, Friendly



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The name of the breed
can be translated as
Italien “prickly
pointer”. Prickly refers
to the type of coat the
breed has.

BODY FACT
This dog has a muscular
powerful body, a long
head, and
yellowish-brown eyes.

Country of origin: Italy
Grooming: Needs regular grooming

Training: Responds best to positive reinforcement

A shaggy pointer

Common Coat Colors: White, Brown Roan and White Brown

Also known as the Italian Pointer, Spinone Italiano was developed in the
Piedmont region of northwest Italy. This hunting dog is a great pet and
dedicated hunter. He may be slower than some other pointers but he has the
stamina and endurance to work all day. The breed has a wiry, bramble repelling “spino” coat, hence the name Spinone Italiano. The wiry hair forms
eyebrows, mustache, and beard that protect the face. After the dog drinks
water, the beard becomes a mess so you should be prepared to wipe it clean.
You should brush its coat once or twice a week to remove dirt and dead hair.
Spinone Italiano is an independent thinker but a sensitive dog eager to please.
Keep training interesting and use positive reinforcement techniques to achieve
the best results. This is an aﬀectionate dog that gets attached to its family.
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SAINT BERNARD
Height and Weight: 24 - 27 inches and 110 - 200 lbs
Lifespan: 11 years
Character: Lively, Friendly, Gentle, Calm

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The breed has been
credited with saving
nearly 2000 people
from the hazards of
the Alps.



Country of origin: Switzerland

NOSE FACT
With their superior
sense of smell, they
can detect a human
buried under 20 feet
of snow.

Grooming: Need a moderate amount of grooming

Training: Should be trained at an early age

A massive but genle babysitter

St Bernards were search and rescue dogs on the Swiss Alps. They could
sense the avalanches approaching and were able to ﬁnd the victims lost in
the snow. They never carried the barrels of brandy, but they did wear packs
with food and water. Strong arched feet and large paws make them sturdy
and great at digging. Because of the shape of their heads and loose skin
around the facial area they drool. A lot. This breed is great with kids and
makes a loving and aﬀectionate pet. They grow very fast and are large, so
you would need a lot of space and money to feed them. The breed sheds
heavily two times a year and has an oily water-resistant coat, so you
shouldn’t bathe Bernards too often.

Common Coat Colors: Red-Tan, Light Blonde and Dark Mahogany.
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TIBETAN TERRIER
Height and Weight: 14 - 17 inches and 16 - 30 lbs
Lifespan: 15 - 16 years
Character: Affectionate, Energetic, Reserved, Gentle



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Tibetan Terriers are
not members of the
terrier group, but got
the name for the
similarity in size and
appearance.

PAWS FACT
Tibetan Terriers have
large, ﬂat and round feet
that function as
showshes on a diﬃcult
terrain.

Country of origin: Tibet
Grooming: Needs regular brushing

Training: Training should start early

The cutest watchdog

Common Coat Colors: White, Gold, Golden Brindle and Black

Originated in Tibet, these dogs were primarily bred for companionship. They
were also used as watchdogs, for herding and retrieving. These are small but
powerful dogs, they have large, ﬂat and round feet that function as nowshoes
on a diﬃcult terrain. Their coat is made out of soft wooly undercoat and a ﬁne
long outer coat, and it provides them with a protection from harsh weather
conditions. Tibetan Terrier doesn’t shed a lot but has a rich and long coat that
needs to be brushed at least once or twice a week to prevent matting and keep
it nice and clean. The coat can grow long, so it requires occasional trimming.
The breed is clever but can be mischievous and should be trained early to be
obedient. Tibetan Terrier is a loving, sensitive and loyal pet that gets along well
with children and is gentle with its family members, but can be reserved around
strangers.
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WEIMARANER
Height and Weight: 23 - 27 inches and 55 - 88 lbs
Lifespan: 10 - 13 years
Character: Stubborn, Aloof, Energetic, Alert, Intelligent



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The muted colors of
their coat can
sometimes create a
disappearing eﬀect on
the dog which is how
they got the nickname
The Grey Ghost.

EYES FACT
One they are born,
their eyes are blue but
they turn amber as
they grow old.

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: Very easy to groom

Training: Early training required

A dog with a human brain born to run

Common Coat Colors: Grey, Blue, and Brown

The Weimaraner was bred in the Weimar Republic of Germany for the Grand
Duke Karl August. They were bred to hunt bears, boars, and deer. They are
very intelligent and curious dogs, so it’s useless trying to fool them or hiding
snacks away from them. One of their most dashing attribute, but also kind of
spooky, is their eyes. When born, their eyes are blue, but they turn amber as
they grow up. They also have a keen sense of smell, and they even got a job
sniﬃng for missile parts during the Cold War. Their short slick, silver or gray,
coat gives them a graceful look. And while they are very easy to groom, they
may not be suited for apartments. They require a place to run and exercise.
Otherwise, they will ﬁnd activities to entertain themselves, and some of them
may be naughty, and you may not like it. They are very sociable and make
great family dogs.
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WEST HIGHLAND WHITE TERRIER
Height and Weight: 10 - 11 inches and 15- 20 lbs
Lifespan: 12 – 16 years
Character: Independent, Alert, Friendly, Active, Courageous



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
It’s believed they were
bred to have white coat
so the hunters don’t
mistake them for other
animals and accidentally
shoot them.

COAT FACT
Their signature
characteristic is their
double-layer white
coat.

Country of origin: Scotland
Grooming: Need regular brushing

Training: Not an easy task

A fun pet with an instinct of a hunter

Common Coat Colors: White

Great at ﬁnding rats in mazes and tunnels, these dogs are the only ones whose
tail was bred to be strong enough to pull them out of holes. They may be small
and cuddly, but they are not lapdogs. They were bred in Scotland and their job
was to ﬁnd and clear out vermin. It’s believed they were bred to have a white
coat so the hunters don’t mistake them for other animals and accidentally
shoot them. They have a bullet-shaped body that helps them wiggle in and out
of tight spaces while hunting. But they sometimes get in trouble they can’t
wiggle out of, so they bark loudly until their humans come to help and dig them
out or pull them out by their tail. Training them is not easy, they need
consistent and early training. They make good apartment pets, but they are not
lapdogs and love to be active. Their double coat needs regular brushing and
cleaning.
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WHIPPET DOG
Height and Weight: 17 - 22 inches and 17 - 22 inches
Lifespan: 14 - 15 years
Character: Affectionate, Lively, Intelligent, Quiet, Friendly

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
Their unique running
style helps them run
at the speed of 35
miles per hour, and
they can even outrun
a kangaroo.


EYES FACT
Whippets have an
amazing 250 degrees
of sight, while humans
have only 180
degrees.

Country of origin: Great Britain
Grooming: Their odor-free coat doesn’t need much grooming

Training: Need positive reinforcement while learning

A speedy companion that will gladly sleep
with you all day

Common Coat Colors: Black, Red, Fawn and Blue - Brindle

This breed got its name for its whiplike speed. Whippet dogs have a unique
propulsion system that allows them to run at an incredible speed. Whippet
has a double suspension gallop. This means all four of its paws are oﬀ the
ground twice. First when it has its legs under its body and the other time
when its body is completely extended and almost parallel to the ground.
With their long and lean bodies, whippets can outrun a kangaroo. This breed
has a narrow head with its eyes further on the side of their head, which
allows them to see in a wider range. They have a smooth and thin coat, and
it’s easy to clean but they might need a jacket in winter. They may run fast,
but when in the house, they will spend most of the time sleeping and
enjoying downtime. Whippet loves to cuddle and makes a wonderful
companion.
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WIREHAIRED POINTING GRIFFON
Height and Weight: 20 - 24 inches and 35 - 70 lbs
Lifespan: 12 - 15 years
Character: Loyal, Trainable, Gentle, Proud



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
The Wirehaired
Pointing Griﬀon was
bred to have supreme
agility, endurance,
trainability, body
structure, pointing and
retrieving ability.

COAT FACT
The thick water
resistant undercoat
protects the dog from
the harsh climate. Its
mustache and
eyebrows are short and
soft but mixed with
longer and harsh hair
from the coat adds to
the untidy look.

Common Coat Colors: White - Brown, Brown and Brown - Grey

Country of origin: Germany
Grooming: Needs regular brushing

Training: Easy to train

The supreme hunting dog

Bred to be a supreme hunting dog, a Griﬀon is an excellent pointer in the ﬁeld
and a great retriever in the water. This is a fearless hunter and a loyal and
trustworthy companion. The breed is generally friendly towards strangers and
gets along well with people and animals. The Griﬀon looks kind of untidy with
its straight and wiry double-layered coat. Its mustache and eyebrows are short
and soft but mixed with longer and harsh hair from the coat adds to the untidy
look. These are intelligent people-oriented dogs with a soft temperament and a
willingness to please. They are easy to train, and respond well to positive
encouragement rather than harsh training methods. Griﬀons are very athletic
and energetic dogs that need regular exercise and training. They make loving
companions, but ﬁt well with an active family.
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XOLOITZCUINTLI
Height and Weight: 16 - 19 inches and 30 - 55 lbs
Lifespan: 13 - 18 years
Character: Cheerful, Alert, Intelligent, Protective



FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
This breed has a name
that not many know
how to pronounce Xoloitzcuintli
(show-low-eats-queentlee).

COAT FACT
Xolos come in either
hairless or coated
varieties. Their short
coats are easy to
maintain, and if hairless
they need regular
bathing and skin care.

Common Coat Colors: Black, Grey, Red and LIver or Bronze

Country of origin: Mexico
Grooming: Regular baths and skin care required

Training: Trainable

Hard to pronounce but easy to love breed

Xoloitzcuintli, also known as Xolo, is a very old breed that goes back at least
3000 years and is considered a national treasure in Mexico. Columbus and
other European explorers mention “strange hairless dogs” in their journals.
Ancient Aztecs gave the breed this hard-to-pronounce name after their
dog-headed god Xolotl. Xolos come in three sizes (toy, miniature, and
standard), and in either hairless or coated varieties. These dogs are very calm
in the house but love long walks and upbeat play. You should provide them
with exercise and mental stimulation to keep them happy. Xolos are very
aﬀectionate and sensitive dogs, so you need to be ﬁrm but kind when training
them. You should start training and socializing them early, deﬁne boundaries
and be consistent. They are great watchdogs that will bark at suspicious
things, but they make even greater companions.
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YORKSHIRE TERRIER
Height and Weight: 8 - 9 inches and 4 - 8 lbs
Lifespan: 14 years
Character: Independent, Intelligent, Confident, Courageous

FUR YOUR
INFORMATION
A Yorkshire terrier
named Smoky was a
ﬁrst registered
therapy dog.



Country of origin: Great Britain

COAT FACT
They have human like
hair, not fur.

Grooming: They need daily to weekly grooming

Training: They are a quick study

A big dog in a little body

A small but very brave breed. This breed is intelligent, learns quickly and
follows commands well. They are energetic and focused so it’s easy to train.
They adapt easily to any environment and love to be with people. They are
great show-dogs. Their grooming requires a lot of care. They do not have
fur but human-like hair, and their coat is unlikely to cause you an allergic
reaction. A full show coat requires a lot of attention, but a shorter one still
needs to be brushed regularly. They are adorable and make great family
dogs. But they can be feisty and even bite so you should be careful about
bringing them around small kids. Yorkshire terriers are good pets for adults
and older kids.

Common Coat Colors: Black - Gold, Black - Tan, Blue - Tan,
and Blue - Gold
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AN ILLUSTRATED
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DIA

We celebrate all breeds of dogs, their unique personalities, and the joy they
spread each day. Join our community of dog lovers across our social media
channels, and invite your dog-crazy friends to join us too.
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